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FOREWORD
This Final Report provides the results obtained in the Shuttle Cryogenics Supply
System Optimization Study, NAS 9-11330, performed by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company (LMSC) under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. The study was under the technical direc-
tion of Mr. T. L. Davies, Cryogenics Section of the Power Generation Branch, Pro-
pulsion and Power Division. Technical effort producing these results was performed
in the period from October 1970 to June 1973.
The Final Report is published in eleven volumes*:
Volume I Executive Summary
Volumes II, HI, and IV Technical Report
Volumes VA-1 and VA-2 Math Model — Users Manual
Volumes VB-1, VB-2, Math Model — Programmers
VB-3, and VB-4 Manual
Volume VI Appendixes
The LMSC Staff participants are as follows:
Study Manager L. L. Morgan




_ .- - Integrated Systems- - - H. L. Jensen" "
Component Analyses B. R. Bullard
F. L. Bishop
*The Table of Contents for all volumes appears in Volume I only. Section 12 in
Volume HI contains the List of References for volumes I through IV.
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1 SOPSA PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROGRAM





















2.1 Normal Program Execution
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INTRODUCTION
SOPSA (Space Shuttle Orbit Injection Propulsion System Analysis) is a compu-
ter program developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., as part of
the Shuttle Cryogenic Supply System Optimization Study, Contract NAS9-11330,
for the NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center. This manual contains a detailed
description of the program, its operational characteristics, and computer
system requirements.
SOPSA DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION
The SOPSA program was developed by LMSC primarily as an analytical tool to
aid in the preliminary design of propellant feed systems for the Space
Shuttle Orbiter main engines. The primary purpose of the SOPSA program is
to evaluate propellant tank ullage pressure requirements imposed by the need
to accelerate propellants rapidly during the engine start sequence. These
requirements can influence the system design for a given engine as well as
the suitability of a given system for use with different engines. During
the vehicle design phase, the SOPSA program is used to establish feed sys-
tem weight variations as a function of nominal line diameter and component
and line configurations. The weight data are used in conjunction with
pertinent cost data to establish optimum feed system designs.
The SOPSA program will generate parametric feed system pressure histories
and weight data for a range of nominal feedline sizes. This is accompli-
shed by evaluating tank ullage pressure requirements during the startup
phase using tHe~constraints of "engine ~irile"t pressure (or NPSP) requirements
and instantaneous values of feedline flow resistance. Program flexibility
has been incorporated to allow for engine start on the ground or at alti-
tude, computations, for oxidizer, fuel or both oxidizer and fuel feedlines,
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and a multiple restart capability requiring restart data input only for quan-
tities whose values have changed from the previous case.
The SOPSA program utilizes a simple, in-line computational sequence to solve
for the propellant tank ullage pressure requirements. Input data describe
the number of main propellant feedline sizes to be considered, and the number
of engine feedlines attached to each main feedline.(i.e., the number of branch
lines feeding each engine). The number and type of components in each line are
described, with up to 23 line components currently being available. These
components include straight and curved line sections, valves, bellows, ven-
turis and PVC's. (The program computes component weights and flow resistance
coefficients and display total values for each line as part of the output
data,) Engine flowrate, KPSP and thrust profiles during the startup transient
are also input. In addition propellant tank geometry and propellant and vehi-
cle weights are required, along with input data control flags and miscellaneous
boundary conditions. The program will compute the various pressure drop compo-
nents needed to evaluate tank pressure requirements during engine start. These
calculations are. performed for each candidate main feedline size (engine feed-
line sizes assumed fixed) as a function of time throughout the start transient.
Feedline weights are computed based on the maximum value of engine inlet pres-
sure, the maximum value of tank bottom pressure, or an input design pressure,
which ever is greatest.
The output data display consists of reformatted input data, feedline flow re-
sistance coefficients, time-varying values of the pressure drop components
to hydrostatic head, flow acceleration, and line friction and configuration
losses. Computed values of nominal -and minimum required values of tank ullage
pressure are displayed, as well as tank bottom and engine inlet pressures.
Total feedline system weights are also output for each candidate main feedline
size.
In summary,, the present SOPSA capabilities are as follows:
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• Performs pressure drop calculations for up to four engines
per main feedline.
• Handles up to 12 candidate main feedline sizes per engine.
• Computes component weight and flow resistance for up to 100
components in each feedline.
• Input options available to describe 23 types of components,
7 material types, and 6 insulation types.
• Operates on the UNIVAC 1108 computer utilizing the EXEC 8
operating system.
• Approximate computer run time is 6 seconds per case.
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Section 1 .
SOPSA PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROGRAM
A major consideration in the design of propellant tanks and feed systems for
the Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle is the requirement that propellants be ac-
celerated rapidly during the engine start sequence. Propellant tank structural
design is influenced by the maximum ullage pressure levels required to provide
sufficient flow acceleration, as -well as hydrostatic pressure levels incurred
during boost. Flow acceleration requirements, in turn, are dictated by pres-
sure levels required to provide specified propellant flowrates at the engine
during startup, while simultaneously satisfying minimum NPSP and inlet pres-
sure requirements. Propellant feed system weight and flow resistance are
influenced by component size and design pressure levels. -Thus optimization
of feed system design requires values of tank ullage pressure as a function
of feedline diameter as well as feed system weight. The SOPSA program is
designed to compute required pressure values and feed system weights for a
range of main feedline diameters.
The SOPSA program' consists of a main program (STAR), in which the basic pres-
sure drop calculations are performed, and 16 subprograms which provide thermo-
dynamic property data and perform auxiliary computations. The main program
also controls the input of data and the output of computed results.t
The UNI-VAC 1108-Procedure -Defi-n-i-tion Processor (PDP) is- used -to-define two-
blocks of FORTRAN code which-are introduced into the main program (and selected
subprograms) during compilation by use of the source control statement INCLUDE.
The first PDP element is named DIMN and contains C0MM0N statements for labeled
block DIMEN, as well as REAL and EQUIVALENCE statement definitions.
The second PDP element is named UCjfeT and contains only the CjZJMM^ N block
labeled
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STAR is the S0PSA main program; all -data input and output is controlled by
STAR and the solution of the time-varying pressure drop components is ac-
complished in STAR.
Required values of propellant tank ullage pressures during engine start are
determined by the pressures required to accelerate the propellant at the
rate necessary to supply required flovrates at the engine. A proper account-
ing of the system pressure drops yields the following relation for ullage
pressure requirement at any time t during the start transient:
P (t) = P . - AP(t) + AP-Jt) + AP.__,(t) + PmriT (1)
ux ' rain HEAD F Acc TOL
where /
M • -,f WPSP VAP
= Maximum value of•
"min or
PENG
= Engine KPSP requirement
P
 flp = Propellant vapor pressure at engine inlet
P™,™ = Minimum engine inlet pressure
ENG
AP = Hydrostatic pressure at engine inlet due
to vehicle acceleration
AP = Pressure drop due to friction in main
feedline and engine feedlines
AP = Pressure drop required to accelerate propellant
to meet the specified flowrate variation during
startup
= Component pressure control tolerance
6
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The pressure control tolerance is generally interpreted to be a combined
tolerance on ullage pressure controls and engine inlet requirements.
Equation (l) is solved for an assumed feedline configuration employing a
single main feedline for each propellant with up to four branching engine
feedlines. Feed systems employing dual main feedlines can be analyzed by
restarts or separate runs. Currently, the program is restricted to consider
liquid oxygen as the oxidizer and liquid hydrogen as the fuel. An input data
flag (SYSNUM) is used to specify whether computations are to be performed for
the oxidizer system, fuel system or both feed systems. A ground start flag
(NGST) is used to distinguish between engine start on the ground (g/g = 1.0)
or at altitude (g/g - Total Thrust/Vehicle Mass) for purposes of hydrostatic
head computations.
Inputs to the program are required to:
• Describe the alphanumeric output heading for each case
• Flag data groups to be input
• Describe the propellant tank and feed system configuration
• Describe initial propellant loadings and nominal flow conditions
• Describe transient flowrate, pressure and engine inlet requirements
Input requirements are described in detail in the Space Shuttle Orbit In-
jection Propulsion System Analysis (SOPSA), User's Manual, IMSC-A991396.
PrintM~6utput~da'taT 'include"a-~listing~~of "several'input-data -quantities ~as-
follows:
Total number of feedline sizes, NSIZE
Total number of engines on vehicle, N0P1
Number-of— eng-i-nes-f or—each-feed-system,—Nj$P :
Nominal oxidizer flowrate, WD0TN0, Ib/sec
Nominal fuel flowrate, WD0TNH, Ib/sec
Vehicle loaded weight, WGTN, Ib
LOCKHEED MISSILES.& SPACE COMPANY
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Nominal thrust -for each engine, FNj2!M, Ib
Oxygen engine inlet temperature, TENIN0, R
Hydrogen engine inlet temperature, TENINH, R
Component pressure tolerance, PENT0L, Psi
Oxidizer feedline head height, 0XHTLN, ft •
Fuel feedline head height/ HYHTLN, ft '
Initial oxidizer loading, Lj$ADj$l, Ib
Initial fuel loading, L0ADH1, Ib . '
Oxygen feedline design pressure, PDL0, psia
Hydrogen feedline design pressure, PDLH, psia -
Tank geometry data, EQLR1, ft ' ' .
Oxidizer feedline diameters, 0PD, inches
Hydrogen feedline diameters, HPD, inches
Main oxygen feedline lengths, T0TML0, ft
Main hydrogen feedline lengths, T0TMLH, ft
In addition, computer values of oxidizer and fuel head heights in the propel-
lant tanks (HEADI0 and HEADIH), initial ullage volumes (ULVLI0 and ULVLIH),
external surface areas of the propellant tanks (ASKEW), surface area of the
common bulkhead (AD$ME) total tank surface area (ATj$T), and feedline flow-
resistance coefficients (^ >KPD and HKPD) are printed.
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In addition to the basic fixed input data, values of time-varying input
quantities are output. These include the following variables:
Time during engine start, TTMEA, sec
Oxidizer suction pressure requirement, NPSP0, psi
Fuel suction pressure requirement, WPSPH, psi
Fraction of steady-state engine thrust, FIFRAC
Engine inlet oxidizer pressure requirement PENMN0, psia
Engine inlet fuel pressure requirement, PENMNH, psia
Partial pressure of pressurant gas in oxidizer tank, FPDG0T, psia
Partial pressure of pressurant gas in fuel tank, PPDGHT, psia
Inlet temperature of pressurant gas in oxidizer tank, TDGj$T, R
Inlet temperature of pressurant gas in fuel tank, TDGHT, R
Values of several quantities obtained at intermediate stages of the pressure
drop computations are also output as a function of time.
These quantities include:
P
Oxidizer flowrate derivatives, WDD0Tj$, Ib/sec
p
Fuel flowrate derivatives, WDD0TH, Ib/sec
Total vehicle weight, VWGTNU, Ib
Thrust-to-weight ratio, FTj6w
Oxidizer hydrostatic pressure heat at engine inlet due to vehicle
acceleration, DIPHD0, psi i
Incremental oxidizer consumption, PCWGTj$, Ib
Incremental fuel consumption, PCWGTH, Ib
Cumulative total propellant consumption, PR0WGT, Ib
Minimum oxidizer engine inlet pressure required, PENG0, psia
Minimum fuel engine inlet pressure required, PENGH, psia
Additional intermediate output indues pressure drop components as follows:
Pressure drop required to accelerate oxidizer to meet specified
flowrates, DLPAC0, psi
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Pressure drop required to accelerate fuel to meet specified
flowrates, DLPACH, psi
Oxidizer pressure drop due to line friction and configuration
losses, DLPLN0, psi
Fuel pressure drop due to line friction and configuration
losses, DLPLNH, psi
Nominal ullage pressure requirements in oxidizer and fuel
tanks, respectively (without accounting for minimum engine
inlet requirements), PULL0 and PULLH, psia
Oxidizer and fuel vapor pressures at the liquid surfaces,
PULVAPj6 and PULVAPH, psia
Minimum oxidizer and fuel ullage pressures required for main
feedline Wo. 1, PULLR0 (NELP) and PULLRH (NELP), psia
Tank bottom pressures for feedline No. 1, PTKBTj$ (NELP), and
PTKBTH (NELP),'psia
Line head pressure components, PKDLN/!> and PHDLNH, psia
Tank ullage volumes, ULVL02 and ULVLH2, ft3 .
Tank head heights, HEAD02 and HEADH2, ft
Ullage vapor weights, WTULG0 and WTULGH, Ib
The final computations are printed in the following order.
Minimum required ullage pressure in oxidizer tank, PULLR0, psia
Minimum required ullage pressure in fuel tank, PULLRH, psia
Recomputed tank bottom pressures using minimum required ullage
pressures, PTKBTj6 and PTKBTH, psia
Recomputed engine inlet pressures using minimum required ullage
pressures, PENNU0 and PENNUH, psia
Individual engine feedline weights, WELj$ and WELH, Ib
Total weights of all engine feedlines, WEL0T and WELHT, Ib
Main feedline weights, WML/!) and WMLH, Ib
Engine and main feedline insulation weights, WELI0T, WELIHT,WMLI0,
WMLIH, Ib
Total feed system weights, WL0TT and WLHTT, Ib
10
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1.1.2 External Subprograms .^























The CCMMON block labeled DIMEN is INCLUDES, in the main program STAR and sub-





















*P - Program, S - Subroutine, F - Function
**Page number where subprogram, is described





\ of liquid oxygen
j tank
| Volumes of sections
< of liquid hydrogen
Itank
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- • • Total volume LO tank
Total volume LH? tank
Total volume both tanks.
Ullage volume L0p. tank -
Ullage volume LHp tank
Liquid height in L0? tank
Liquid height in LHp tank
f Surface area of sections
J of L02 tank
f Surface area of sections
{of LH2 tank
Total surface area of both tanks
External surface area of both tanks
Area of common bulkhead
The CftmfiN block labeled UC0WST is IWCLUDEd in the main program STAR and







I Hardware logical input unit number
I Hardware logical output unit number
R 3.1^ 15927
R 2.09^ 3951
Seven additional labeled CjZMMN blocks contain the significant variables
used in the main program. Storage allocated for these variables is des-
cribed in Tables 1-1 through 1-7.
12
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Table 1-1


















































Description • • • .
Fraction of nominal thrust
Time values of events in transient
Fraction of oxidizer flowrate
Fraction of fuel flowrate
Net positive suction pressurefor. oxidizer
Net positive suction pressure for fuel
Partial pressure of oxidizer pressurant gas
Partial pressure of fuel pressurant gas
Temperature of oxid zer liquid 'surface in tank
Temperature of fuel liquid surface in tank
Temperature of oxidizer liquid surface in tank
Temperature of fuel liquid surface in tank
Temperature of oxidizer pressurant gas
Temperature of fuel pressurant gas
Loaded weight of oxidizer
Loaded weight of fuel
Loaded volume of oxidizer
Loaded volume of fuel
Table 1-2


















Total number of feedlines per tank
Propellant selection flag
.Number_of_ engines. _fed _by_a_main._feedline
Number of engines on vehicle
Restart flag
Number of time points in 'start transient
NPTS-1
Note: (l) Address in octal notation
(2) Decimal dimension
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Table 1-3













Acceleration of gravity, 32.172 fps
Oxidizer density
Fuel density
Total vehicle weight at ignition
Table 1-1*
















































Nominal oxidizer flowrate per engine
Nominal fuel flowrate per engine





Oxidizer feedline flow resistance coefficients
Fuel feedline flow resistance coefficients
Alphanumeric title
Oxidizer lead height in feedline
Fuel lead height in feedline
Minimum engine inlet oxidizer pressures
Minimum engine inlet fuel pressures
Component pressure tolerance
Temperature of oxidizer at engine inlet
Temperature of fuel at engine inlet
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Table 1-5








































Oxidizer line length used in acceleration calcs.
Square of oxidizer line diameter
Fuel line length used in acceleration calcs.
Square of fuel line diameter
Variable used in vehicle weight calculations
Fourth power of oxidizer line diameter
Variable used in pressure drop calculations
Not used
Fourth power of fuel line diameter
Variable used in pressure drop calculations
Not used
Equivalent oxidizer engine inlet temperature
Equivalent fuel engine inlet temperature
Oxidizer vapor pressure
Oxidizer vapor pressure at engine inelt
Fuel vapor pressure
Fuel vapor pressure at engine inlet
Equivalent cumulative propellant consumption
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
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Table 1-6













































































Oxidizer pressure head in tank
Fuel pressure head in tank
Not used
Not used
Minimum oxidizer engine inlet pressure
Minimum fuel engine inlet pressure
Incremental oxidizer consumption
Incremental fuel consumption
Oxidizer vapor pressure at liquid surface
(Same as PUVAPO )




Initial ullage volume in oxidizer tank
Initial ullage volume in fuel tank
Oxidizer head height in the tank
Fuel head height in the tank
Table 1-7



























Oxidizer tank ullage vapor weight
Fuel tank ullage vapor weight
Not used
Not used
Oxidizer tank head height
Fuel tank head height
Oxidizer tank ullage volume
Fuel tank ullage volume
16
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1.1.4 Significant Variables
In addition to the variables defined in Tables 1-1 through 1-7, the following
quantities are significant in the operation of program STAR:
Name Type Dimension Description
IP I 16 Input data flag
WEL0T R 16 Total oxidizer engine feedline weight
WEIHT R 16 Total fuel engine feedline weight
UML^ R 16 Main oxidizer feedline weight
WMLH ' R 16 Main fuel feedline weight
WL0TT R 16 Total oxidizer feed system weight
WIHTT R 16 Total fuel feed system weight
1.1.5 Tape Usage
No tapes are used by this program.
1.1.6 Flow Chart and Listing Reference
STAR Flow Chart Fig. 1-1
STAR Program Listing Page B-2
Variable Table Page C-3
Statement Number Table Page C-10
Transfer Table Page C-15
1.1.7 Subprogram Descriptions




Description will briefly describe the subprogram.
Calling Sequence
Calling Sequence will contain the following elements:
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Name Type I/O Dimension Description
Name is the name of the variable in the calling sequence.
Type indicates the type of the variable; I - integer, R - real, or L - logical.
I/O indicates if the variable is input (l) to the routine through the calling
sequence, output (0) from this routine through the calling sequence, or I/O
if both. .
Significant Variables
Significant Variables will contain the following elements:
Name Type Dimension Description
The elements of Significant Variables will be as described under Calling
Sequence.
Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
Name Type Reference
The elements of Subprograms Referencing this Subprogram will be the same as
described under Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram.
Flow Chart and Listing Reference
Flow Chart references the figure number of the applicable flow chart. Appen-
dix A illustrates and explains the flow chart symbols.
Listing references include the page numbers of the S0PSA listings and sub-
routine dictionary listings where the subroutine listing, variable table,
statement number table, and transfer table may be found.
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Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart
*NOTE: TITLE CARD AND INPUT DATA FLAG CARD ARE REQUIRED FOR EACH CASE.
THE REMAINING DATA MUST BE SUPPLIED FOR THE FIRST CASE; SUBSEQUENT
CASES (RESTARTS) REQUIRE ONLY THAT REVISED DATA GROUPS BE INPUT
(SEE SOPSA USER'S MANUAL, PAGE ).











Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart (Cont 'd)
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and head heights in
tanks as F(t)
Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart (Cont'd)
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COMPUTE A? DUE






| FLORES] Compute flowresistance coefficients
COMPUTE ENGINE INLET
PRESSURE REQ'TS BASED
ON INLET VAPOR PRESSURE
AND NPSP
Compute propellant





Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart (Cont'd)
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Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart (Cont'd)


















Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart (Cont'd)









FOR EACH LINE SIZE
/WRITE OUT INPUT
IDATA TABLES









Fig. 1-1 STAR Flow Chart (Cont'd)




Subroutine INIVOL computes the volume and surface areas of individual sections
of the propellant tanks using the dimensions supplied in input data group 2.
The individual volumes and areas are summed for each tank and the total external




















Area of common bulkhead
Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
Reference
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This subroutine uses the given values of propellant volumes and tank dimen-
sions to compute ullage volumes and liquid head heights in the tanks.
Calling Sequence
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Subprogram Referencing this Subprogram
Name Type Reference
STAR P 1-2
Flow Chart and Listing Reference
ULLHED Flow Chart None
ULLHED Program Listing . Page B- 8
Variable Table Page C-l6
Statement Number Table Page C-20
Transfer Table Page C-21
1.1.7.3 Subroutine FLORES
Description
This subroutine uses empirical correlations for pressure drop in turbulent
flow (Reynold's No. greater than 10 ) to compute flow resistance coefficients
due to configuration losses for the configurations defined in Table 1-1 of
the SOPSA Program User's Manual.
Calling Sequence
CALL FL0RES (ID, D, SI, S2, RES)
Name Type I/O Dimension Description
I D I I Component I D number
D R I Diameter
51 R I Component specification No. 1
52 R I Component specification No. 2
RES R 0 • . Flow resistance factor
28




Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
Subprograms Referencing this Subprogram
Name Type Reference
STAR P . 6
Flov Chart and Listing Reference
FLORES Flow Chart None
FLORES Program Listing Page B-29
Variable Table Page C-22
Statement Number Table Page C-23
Transfer Table ' Page C-24
1.1.7.^  Subroutine FVAPOR
Description
Subroutine PVAPOR computes the saturation vapor pressure _of a li_quid given
the value of liquid temperature.
Calling Sequence



















Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
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1.1.7.5 Subroutine ZFIND •
Description
Subroutine ZFIND computes the compressibility of a gas given its temperature
and pressure.
Calling Sequence
CALL ZFIND (T, P, N, V)
















Gas type flag, N = 1
. for oxygen, N = 2 for
hydrogen.
Compressibility factor
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Flow Chart and Listing Reference
ZFIND Flow Chart None
ZFIND Program Listing Page B-33
Variable Table Page C-28
Statement Number Table Page C-29
Transfer Table Page C-30
1.1.7.6 Function FINDR
Description










N = 1 for oxygen,
N = 2 for hydrogen
Significant Variables
None
Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
32
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Function PTDENS returns the density of hydrogen vapor corresponding to input
values of vapor pressure and temperature.
Calling Sequence
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Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
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Flow Chart and Listing Reference
PTDENS Flow Chart None
PTDENS Program Listing Page B- 36
Variable Table Page C-33
Statement Number Table Page C- $k
Transfer Table Page C- 35
1.1.7.8 Subroutine WTCTRL
Description
Subroutine WTCTRL uses empirical correlations for weight as a function of
nominal size to obtain the weight of components described in Table 1-1 of.
the SOPSA Program User's Manual.
Calling Sequence
Call WTCTRL (P, I, IM, II, D, SI, S2, S3, IV, IF, WT, Wl)
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Component specification No. 1
Component specification No. 2
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Function CFTW computes the weight of valves and disconnects described in
Table 1-1 of the SOPSA Program User's Manual.
Calling Sequence
WT = CFTW (D, P, IDV)
















Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
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Function CBWT computes the veight of the various types of bellows and pressure-







CBWT (D, P, IB)
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Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None


















Function GCMTRY computes the volume and/or area of a variety of geometrical
surface of revolution. This function consists of a variety of subfunctions
each of which is accessed by an ENTRY whose name describes the geometrical
figure desired.
Calling Sequence
The calling sequence for functions of each type of surface is as follows:
Volume of Circular Cone
V = CONE (R, H)
LOCKHEED-MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Name Type Description
R R Radius of base of cone
H R Height of cone
Volume of Right-Circular Cylinder
V = CYDSDR (R,H)
Name Type Description
R R Radius of cylinder
H R Height of cylinder
Volume Contained Between Cylinder and Spheroid
V = CYLSPH (RR0T,R)
Name Type Description
KR0T R Height of cylinder (spheroid)
R R Radius of cylinder
Volume of Frustum of Right-Circular Cone
V = FRCONE (R, H, R2)
Name- Type Description
R R Radius at top of cone
H . R Height of cone
R2 R Radius of base of cone
Volume of Hemisphere or Half-Spheroid
V = HSPHER (RR0T, R)
39
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Name Type Description
R Height along axis of. rotation
R R Radius
Volume of Sphere or Spheroid
V = SPHERE (RR0T,R)
Name Type Description
RR0T R Height along axis of rotation
R R Radius
Area of Cylinder
A = ARACYL (R, H) '
Arguments defined as in CYLNDR.
Area of Conical Frustum
A = AFEAFR (R, H, R2)
Arguments defined as in FRC0NE.
Area of Hemi-Spheroid or Hemisphere
A = ARSPHR (RR0T, R)
Arguments defined as in HSPHER.
Significant Variables
None
Subprograms Referenced in this Subprogram
None
1*0
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Subprograms Referencing this Subprogram
Name Type Reference
INIVOL S 26 .
Flow Chart and Listing Reference
GOMTRY Flow Chart None .
GCMTRY Program Listing Page B-4U
Variable Table Page C-^5
Statement Number Table Page C-^6
Transfer Table Page C-kj
1.1.7.12 Subroutine SFHSEG
Description
Subroutine SPHSEG computes the height of a given volume of liquid (head height)
in an ellipsoid of revolution (including a hemisphere) or in the volume between
a cylinder and a spheroid. .One of two entries are used depending on the geo-
metry involved.
Calling Sequence
The calling sequence for computing head heights contained in each type of volume
is as follows: . , .
Ellipsoidal Volume
H = ELIPSG (FV0L, RAD, RPD, H)
~ Name~~ ~ "Type ----- Description ----- ----- ------ .. - _i _ _ _ — -
PV0L R Ullage vapor volume
RAD R Height of ellipse along axis of rotation
RPD R Radius
H R Liquid head height
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A991396
Volume Between Cylinder and Spheroid
H = CYMSPH (PV0L, RAD, RPD, H)
Name Type Description
R Ullage vapor volume
RAD R Height along axis of rotation
RPD R Radius of cylinder
H R Liquid head height
Significant Variables
None
Subprograms Referencing this Subprogram
Name Type Reference
ULLHED S 27 .
Flow Chart and Listing Reference
SPHSEG Flow Chart None
SPHSEG Program Listing Page B-U6
Variable Table Page C-48
Statement Number Table Page C~U9
Transfer Table Page C-50




Input deck setup and input data requirements for the SOPSA program are
described in detail in the SOPSA Program User's Manual-. This program
has been developed using the EXEC 8 operating system on the UNIVAC 1108
operating system. The SOPSA program can be compiled and executed on
comparable systems containing the FORTRAN V utility and standard UNIVAC
routines described in Section h below.
2.1 NORMAL PROGRAM EXECUTION
During normal operation, the program vill read input data, perform the
required operations, and print the final results. No intermediate out-
put is provided, so that in the event of an input data error, the user
must diagnose the malfunction from the final printed output.
2.2 ABNORMAL PROGRAM EXECUTION
In the event that the program does not produce a final data printout, the
user must diagnose the error by rechecking input data types and formats.
Diagnostic printouts are provided in two subroutines, ULLHED and SPHSEG.
The ULLHED diagnostic is of the form
'ULLAGE VOLUME IS NEGATIVE'' ,-
and indicates that input tank geometry data is not compatible with the
specified propellant loading.
The SPHSEG diagnostic is of the form
'ERROR INPUT TO SPHSEG1
and indicates that input tank geometry data are not correct.




The SOPSA .program uses both Lockheed system routines and FORTRAN1utility
routines, in addition to the UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 8, system routines.
3.1 LOCKHEED SYSTEM ROUTINES ' • •
The Lockheed system contains a standard library of FORTRAN V mathematical







ALOG Natural logarithm (log x)
3.2 FORTRAN UTILITY ROUTINES
3.2.1 Subroutine MOVER
The subroutine MOVER is available to permit rapid transfer of data words
from one area to another. The 1108 block transfer is used; thus, the use
of MOVER will be considerably faster than a corresponding transfer of data
by a DO-loop. It is used as follows:
CALL MOVER (FROM, INCF, TO, INCT, NWDS)
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A99 3-396
where
FROM is the array from which data are moved.
INCF is the increment to be used in selecting data from the FROM array.
TO is the array to which data are moved.
INCT is the increment to be used in placing data into the TO array.
TTWDS is the number of words to transfer.
NOTE: MOVER checks to see if the argument NWDS is negative. It it is,
the run is "errored off."















This Appendix contains a symbolic listing of the FORTRAN V code
for the SOPSA main program and subprograms.
B-l
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•• ENGINE START TRANSIENT ANALYSIS PROGRAM •• «STAR30T3
•• THE PROGRAM I,DI CODE is • FDi3o6 •••- «:jiAR3o?5
PROGRAMMED HY R.F .HAuS«A'!i DEPT 62-13t 8LOG 104, 3-0235 »SU*3Q17










































0 I•••>£'•.• 31 ON T U G C T ( 35 ) i TOf .HT ( 35 )
3 N T £ N I \ ' 0 « D i T E N l N M ( l >
l> ,CXHTLNd' . ih v HTLN(l> iST( 7)
W D O O T O ( 2 . T ) , W O D O T W ( 2 0 )
DUPA:0 ( l 6 ,20 ) iOLP4CHd6 .20 l( 16,201






0 Pi. MS I ON
DIMENSION
DIMENSION
01 MEMS I ON
DIMENSION
DIMENSION
3P3f ' , .0 ( l '30) .SP3tLO(4» lOO) |bP. 'nLH(100) iSP3ELH : (4 ( iQO)
W M L t 3 « 1 6 J i W E l . I O ( l 6 , 4 ) i « E L I C T d 6 > » W L l O T ( 1 6 ) | W L O T T ( l » )
/ < M L m i & > i * E U l " < l t , 4 > i * E l l K ( 1 6 > . V U H T t l & > , W L H T m 6 >
IPflS)
MIOE.OI4), lO^LOdOO)! I IMl.Od3U),SPlMLO(100),;SP2MUO(100)
IOEL3< 4 . IOC). l'«f LO(4>100 1,1 [t(.U( V, 100) ,SP1ELO<4 ,100)
3P2t.O( 4,100)» IKV.LH( 100 ), I^f.LOl 1 JO )
MI3E_H(4>,IO«LW(]OC!»IIMLN(13U),3P1MLH(100),SP2MLH(100>
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4 B C 1 5 5 C 4 ) S T A R : - 0 5 J
) i ( A B C ( H l ) I u M L O ) , ( A n C ( 9 7 ) , W L O S T 4 K 3 0 ' ' 4
2 ) , t A n C < 2 2 S ) , O L : ' A C O ) i ( A S C ( 5 4 5 ) , C L P A C H ) , ( A U C ( 8 6 5 ) , n L P L N O ) i { A B C ( 1 1 8 5 ) S T « P ? 0 3 6
( ( A H C < 2 0 6 5 ) i P t N : < U H ) , ( A B C ( 2 6 2 5 ) , P U L L C ) i ST4P.OD r>7
i (»bCt J 8 2 5 ) » P T K B T H ) » 1 A B C ( 4 3 8 5 ) S T 4 R ' 1 C " > 8
ST4R.103?
REAL L04noi,LO»Dni,LOA002,LOAo> <2
COMMON/A A A / F l F 3 A C i T l r£A i VcTFaoiWDTFRM. ' .PSPJ.NPsPH
S T A R 3 0 M
S T 4 R 3 0 6 3
S T 4 R 3 Q S 5
C O ' - I M P N / 4 A A / T O G G T , T O G H T

















































DATA 02/ tOXYGEN li l i/H2/iHYOROG'i'EN «/
DATA R-<OOXiR-lOHY/7a,914,39*/
DATA J l N i IOTiPIiPt203/5i6,3114l3927,2,OV43V51/
CALL MUvER(OiO,4HC.l(5504)
IC4SF«0
«t4o I.N THE IM=UT ;JATA DECK
••• INPUT DATA DEFINITIONS •••
ST - ANALYSIS TITLE CARD - SPEClFjbS ENGINE CONSIDERED
THIS C'RD 1UST BE SUPPLIED FOR EACH CASt
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THIS C*R3 1UST BE SUPPLIED FOR E*CH CASE
HEAD (5,25)(IP(K),r<«l,i6)
29 FORMA1C16U)
IF t!P<l),LT,l) CO TO 33
NML NJKRE* OF MAIN FEECLI*E SIZLS TO IE CONSIDERED
N'EL NJPH>E3 CF ESCINE FEEOU^E ATTACHE) TO EACH M A J N
SYSNUM IF x, PROGRAM COMPUTES FOR cxiu, FEEDLINES.ONLV
If 2, PROJKAM COKPUTES FOR t UcL FEEDLl'iES ONLY
I? 3, PhOCRiM COMPUTES FOR BOTH FEEOLlNESi
. NSIZE TOTAL NUM3ER OF FEEOLlNES PER T4N< • NEL*N«L
NOPi • NJMBE3 OF ENGINES FED BY A ''AJN FSEULIVF
NCPX . NIJM3E3 OF ENGINES ON V£HJCLt
NPTs • NJI-BE^ OF TIME POINTS BEING .CCNSIJEHED IN ANALV
NGST . GROUND START FLAG (NcST»2 FCR GHQ'JNQ START)
TOTMLO « TOTAL LENGTH OF M»jN OXYGtN ftE^LlNE FT
TOT.lLH - TOTAL LENGTH OF M A I N HYDRCCEN FEEOLJVE FT






35 IF ( IP<2),LT,X> GO To 40
EULRl • LENGTHS AND RADII OF TiNK SECTIONS ( 9 VALUES)
RE40-(5iX03)EG.Rl



































M:O«LO - TOTAL NUMJER OF COMPONENTS IN "* T< OXYGEN FEEDLINE (UP TOSTAR3149
MJDELO<NL>* TOTAL NUM8FR OF COMPONENTS JN ENGINE OXYGEN
FEEDLINE NUMBER NL (UP TC 100)
IDMLO * COMPONENT TYPF FLAG FCR MAIN CXYGtN LINE
IMMLO - COMPONENT MATERIAL FL»G FOR MAIN OYGEN LINE
IIMLO • COMPONENT INSUHTJOM FLAG FCR M4J4 OXYGEN LINE
IMLO • SJBSC^IPT OINOTI^G CO*PONENT nositjoN IN MAIN
OXYGEN FEEDLINE (IMLO • i AT TANK BOTTOM)
IELO<NL)-SJB3C^IPT DENOTING COMPONENT POSIfJUN IV ENGINE











SPIMLO<II»SP2M.O(U«SP3MLO<I) • COMPCNkNT SPECIFICATIONS (SEE KiNU5TAR0140
ST4R3141
OPD<K)»KmliNEL • 01**£TERS °F CxYGEN ENGINE FEE3UINES (INCHES) SUR3142O P O ( K ) . K « N £ L * 1 , N & I Z E . C A N D I D A T E ou'ETtHs OF - I A I N O X Y G E N F E E O L J N E S T A R D I ^ S
STAR3164
REAP (S,30>M|D<ILO,lrtID6tO<NL).NL»l»NfcL) STAROX65
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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1 K HI"" 1
1H9,

































HtAD (5.45MOM_0( l'i I^LO( I )|I11LO(
D











IF (IOtLOtNLiI).LE.25) GO TO 55
ITEMP«IOEL3(NL,I)/10






65 IF (IP(4),i.T,l) GO TO «5
C HfcPEAT FOR HYD^OGE'^ FEED SYSTE"
C
C HPO(K) - DIAMETER FOR THE KTH FUEL
Hi- AD ( S| 3Q JMID^LHi (HIDELH(NL)(NL*1>
DO 70 Iil,<1IOM..H
... . READ (S|45)I3«.H(I)«IMMUH(J),IlMLH(
1 J
IF (ID"ILH(I).LEI25) 60 TO 70
I TEMP* lO'^L-U I )/10
IOH( I )»I3M.Hf D-ITEMP
IOMLH( I )«ITE^P
70 CONTINUE




K'NLi I ) » SP3iLH( ^ Li I )
IF (It,EuH(\JLiI)iLE.25) GO TO 75
ITEMPslDELHtNL.l)
ID"E(NL| 1 liJOE.HfNLiI J-ITEMP
iDELHt 1JLi I )* 1T£MP
75 CONTINUE
eo CONTINUE
65 IF UP<5),i.T,l) CO TO 90
C . ;
c OXHTLN . FEEDLINE HEAD HEIGHT ABOVE
c HYHTUN • FEEOLINE ^E*O HEIGHT ABOVE


























FEE3 CUE (INCHES) ST4R31'3
NtLl 5TAR31'4
ST4R3195





















ENGINE IfJLET.OXIO, (FT) STAR3219
fcNGINE UJLET.FuELi (FT) STAR3220
SbU^E (UPTION4L) (PSD STAR0221
c POLH • HYO^OSEN FEEOLINE DESIGN pRtssu«E (OPTIONAL) (PSD STAR0222
c ST4R0223
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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NOTEI A FACTOR OF SAFETY OF 2.5 is APPLIED BY THE
PROGRAM TO THE AROV? PRESSURES IN THE COMPUTATION
OF LINE <<ALL THICKNESSES. IF I^DLUIPJLHJ.LE.O, PROGRAM •
USES MAXIMUM TANK BOTTOM PRESSURE; OR ENGINE INLET PRESSURE,
HEAD <»,l03)OXHTLNiHYHTLN,PDLO«PDLH
90 IF (|P(6),LTil> GO TO 93
LOAD01 • LOADED WEIGHT OF OXJoIZEH
LOADH1 t LOADE3 V-EIGHT OF FU6L
VWGTN • TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT
 4T IGNJTICN
HEAD (»,100>LOAD01iLOAOHl,VWGTK




WDOTNO - oxioizER NOMINAL FLOW R*TE FOH SINGLE ENGINE (LBS/SEO
WDOTNH - FJEL NOMINAL FLOW RATE FOR SINGLE ENGINE (LBS/SEC)
FNOM • NOMINAL THRUST FOR SINGLE EKciNt <LBS>
READ <5,100)WD3TNO|WPOTNH,FNOM
100 FOR«AT<(6E12,8)>
105 IF <tP»8>,LT,l> GO TO 110
TENINO • TS«P. OF oxio. FLUID AT ENGINE INLET
TENJNH » TEMP, OF FUEL FLUID »T ENGINE INLET
TLIOSO • T£MP. OF oxio, FLUID SURFACE IN TANK
TLIUSH • TEMP, OF FULL FLUID SLRFACE IN TANK
PENTOL • evciN; INLET FLUID PRESSURE TOLERANCE
READ <5,100JTEMJNOiTENlNH,TLlQSO>TLIGSH,PENTOL






TIMEA . TIME VALUES OF EVENTS IN TRANSIENT
READ (»,103HTIMEA(I),1«1.NPTS>
••••••••••••••••••••t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
115 IF <IP<lO>,LT,l> GO TO 1*5
WDTFHO » FRACTION OF OXjOjZER FI.OW RATE AT TJMF*(
WDTFRH • FRACTION OF FUEL FLOW RATE AT TIMEAU)
READ (S,100)(WDTFRO(I ), l»l,NPTS)
IF (SYSNUM.E3.D GO TO 120
HEAD «5,ioa>cw3TFRHii),j«i,NPTS)
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262, C •«««.»«
2H3, 125 IF (|P(ll).LT,li CO TO 13c STAR3233
284, C ••••••••••»«t»»«»»»»»«t»««»»»»»«»»»»»«»»»»«»»»«f»»»»««»«»»«««t«»»»STAR0234
285, C ' ST4H3295
<»6, C HFfUC • FRACTION OF NOHUAL THRUST *T TjMcA ST4RD2B6
2«7, C STAR32S7
288, . READ (5,ioo)<FiFRAC(i>,l»i.NpTS> STARTS
2**V, C •••••••••••§•• •••••••«n».•••••«••••««•••••••••»••• •••••••••t«»««*STAR32')9
2«0, 130 IF ( IP»l2),(.T,l) GO TO 1«0 " ST&R329Q
29i( C •••••••••••(^ ••••••••^ ••••••••••••••••••••••••o»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»3T4R329i
292, C ' ST4R3292
293, C NRSPO • Nil POSITIVE SUCTION PRESSURE FOR OXIDIZER PSI ST*R32'3
294... C NPSPg * NET POSITIVE SUCTION PRESSU"E FOR FUEL - PSI STAR02'4
295, C STAR3295
296, READ (5,103)<N'SPOtN>,N»i,K'PTS) STAR3296
297, JF (SYSNUM.EQ.l) CO TO 135 ST»R32«7
298, RfcAQ (S,103)(N"5PH<N),V«1,NPTS) ST»R32'8-
299, 135 CONTINUE STAR3299
300, . C •••••••««»t»t«o»»«»t.»t»t»««»«»t»»»»»«»»«»«»»»ttt•••••••••t»t»«»»»STAR33TO
J01, 140 IF <IP<l3),LT,U C3 TO 15Q STAR3301
JO 2, C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^••••••••••••••••••STAR32Q2
J03, C STAR3J33
J04, c PENMNO • MJNIMJM EMCJNE INLET CXID,PRESSURE VALUE AT T!*EA STAR0334
JDS, c PENMNH « MINIMJM ENGINE INLET FUEL RtssiWE VALUE AT TJMEA ST*R3335
-J06, C ^ STAR3306
307, READ (S,loo)<p£NKNO<M,Nii ,NPT8J STAR3317
308, IF (SYSNUM.EO. l ) CO TO 1*5 S T A R 3 J 3 B
J09, . READ (SIIOOXPENKNHJNIINH.NPTS) S T A R 3 3 0 9
J10, 145 CONTINUE STl(,'33lO
Jll, C «t»».««••••»«»»»«»«»<,»«««»»«»«t»o»»««»««t»««»»»t»»««»««»«»»«»»«»»»ST4R 0311
J12,_.. -150 IF (IP<14),LT,U CO TO 160 STAR03X2
J13, C ••••«•••••«»•§.•t»t»«»»»».«««»«»»»«»«t»»»»«t»»»t»«»»»t»«»*«»»»»»»«ST4R3313
314, C ' STAR3314
J15, c PPOCOT r PART.PRESS, OF PRESSU"ANT c*s IN oxto. TANK PSI STAROSIS
316, C PPDCHT . PART.9RESS, OF PR£SSURANT C*S JN FUEL TANK PSI ST4R3316
317, C ST4R3317
318, HEAD (5,103)<P?OGOT(N)iN«liNPTS) •• ST»H0318
319, IF (SYSN'JM.£3.i) GO TO 155 STAf;33l9
320, READ lSjl03)IP=OOHT(N),N«i,NPTS) 5T*R3320
321, 155 CONTINUE STAR0321
322, C •••••••••••••^ •••••••••••••••••••••^ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••STAR3322
323, 160 JF (IP(l5),LT,l) GO TO 17fl STAR0323
324, C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"••••••••••••••••••••••••STAR3324
325, C STAR3325
J26, C TOCOT - TsMP, OF PRfSSURiNT QASi JF NCNE»S£T E3UAL TO TLIQSO * 5.ST4R3326
327, c TOGHT « TEMP, OF PRESSURANT G'SI IF NCNE-SET ESUAL TO TLIQSH + 5.ST4R3.527
328, C ST4H0328
329, REAQ (5,103)<T3COT<N>,M«1,NPTS> STAR3329
33Q, IF ISYSNUM.El.l) CO TO 1*5 STAR3330
331, HEAD (9(103)(T3CHT(N),M«1,NPTS> STAR3331
332, 165 CONTINUE ST4R33J2
333, C •«»«»«»t«»»««»»»»»»»«»««»««»»«««««««»»*»»»»««»»t»«t«»»««»»«»»»«»««ST4R3333
334, 170 IF (IPtl6).LT,l> CO TO 175 "' ' STAR3334
335, C ••^ •••••••^ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••STAR3335
336, C STAR3336
337, "C JCOON » INDEX FOR ADDl'lON^L CASES* IP 1COO-N » 1 THERE ARE MORE, STAR0337
333, -C 17 ICUON « 0> NO MOR£, STARC33B
339, C STAR0339
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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U O » O O Z • LO»OOl /RHOOx
CALCUL'TE SLOPE OF FLOW BaTE cLRVE INCHfeMENTS




COMPUTE TOTAL LENGTHS OF FEEDLINES <AS»U«E COMPOMENT L/O • i,o>
IF «srSNUM.E3,2) CO TO 210
OXTCEN FEE3LINE LENGTHS




IF UO'CT.O CD TO 185
SU^ 'SU''1* 0,78 94 »OPO(NL)»0,083333
CO TO 395
IBS IF (ICi£3i9) CO TO 195








C COMPUTE LEVCTH RATIOS
00 205 N L ' V E L P . N S I Z E
A O O ( N L ' » O P t P E L ( N L ) / T O T M L O
205 COMTIN' 1 J E
IF <SYSNU«.E3, i ) CO TO 2«c
C
C HYDROGEN FEE3LJNE LENGTHS
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CO TO 225 • .......' _._._...-
215 IF UCiE3i9) CO TO 223
IF (tDiGT.10) GO TO 220
IF(NLtLEiNsL) SPEC*SPlEtH(NL« I )







C COMPUTE LENGTH RATIOS FOR STRAIGHT SECTIONS




C CALCULATE =RESSURE DIFFERENCE TO SUPPL* ACCELERATION HEADS
C
2 4 0 D O 2 9 5 l»l,NSIZE . . . . . .
GO TO t245,270i245)iSVSNUM
245 OPOUM • OPJPELd >
OUDUM * OP3(I)»»2
IF U.GT.NEL) 30 TO 255
C












2 6 0 CONTINUE ' . - . . .
265 CONTINUE
IF (SYSNUM.E3.D 60 TO 295
270 HPDUM • HPtPEL(I)
HQDUM ° ^ P5(!)««2
IF (I.GT.NtL) 30 TO 280
c
c COMPUTE ACCELERATION HEAD IN SINGLE ENGINE FUEL FEED SECTION
c
DO 275 J*1,MPTS
OLPACH( I i j)«(4 , Q*w30oTH( J)«HPQLN»I,Q)/IUC»PI»HODUM)
275 CONTINUE
GO TO Z90 .
C
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THE INITIAL ULLAGE VOLUMES HEAD HEIGHTS FOR TANKS



















PNCWCT • PMC«GT • <DiFwGT(j)»NCpi«n£LTlnj
PROWGT'.J) • PNCWGT
CALCULATE THRUST TO WGT RATIO AS F<T)
FTOW(J> • (FIFRAC(J>»FNOM.NOPi)/VW6TNU«J)
IF (FTOW(J),GT.1() GO TO 305IF(NGST,GT,1) FTOW(J)«1,
CALCUL*TE HEAD HEIGHT "IN PROPELLANT TANKS FOR oxio, AND FUEL
303 VL02 • VL02*(OFWGTOCJ>«NOP1»(TIMEA(J»;)-TIMEA<J)))/RHOOX>
VL002(J)«V|.02
VRMQ2 • LOAD02 • VL02
VLH2 • VLH2*<(3FWGTH(J)«NOPl«(T:MEA(J*i>-TI«EA<J)))/RHOH¥)
VLQH2<J)»V'.H2





H£ADH2<J)« HDH2 " " ~ " "
CALCULATE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE DUE TO TOTAL HEAD AS F<T>
DLPHDO<J)»(FTOW(J> • RHOOx • <MD02*OXMTLN»/144,0OLPHOH<J>«<FTOW<J) • RMOHy • - -310 COMTINUE
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CU TO 1315, 350, 3l5)iSYSNUM




IF «I,5TiNEU) CO TO 330































COMPUTE LINE PRESSURE DROP IN "A IN OX FEED LINE SECTION
























JF (SYSNUM.EQ.l! GO TO 385 .




IF (I.GT.NEL) GO TO 365
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GO TO <390,395,390)|SYSNUH390 PENGO<J)«P\/PENO * ^ PSPO(J)
IF(PFNGQ(J),LT.PEN-INO(J» PENcC<J)«
IF (SYSNU.M,E3,1> GO TO «OQ








IF ( SUKH , GT . S'JKMH( J > ) SUMMM( J ) • SuMM
405 CONTINUE
GO TO UlO,415,410>iSYSNUr.
410 PULLOCI|J)«PENSO(J)»CLPLNO(I ,J)»OLPACOtI iJ>
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CO TO 1430,435, 430>iSYSNI>
430 PULrtMUtj) » P'JVAFO * PPOCcT(j)
IF(PULLO(I,J),;T,PJLMNO(J» PuLLROIJiJl • PULLO(l.J)
IF<PULUO< I, J),'_£,PJLMNO< J)) PuLL«0( liJ>»PULMMO< J>
IF (RYSNUM.Erj.i) C3 TO <4Q
435 PULMVIM(J> « PUVAPH * PPOCwT(J)
IF<PULLH( I.Jl.sT.PULMM-ll J» PuLLRH(I.J) • l'ULLH(l.J)











450 PTKBTutliJ) • 3ULL-40C I,J> * {(RHOOX • FTUW(J) • MEAQOZI J) 1/144,0 )
IF (SYSNUM.E3.1) CO TO <6Q
455 PTKbTMtjiJ) • SULLHHf t,J> » ((BwOHY • FTOW(J) • u£ADH2( J) )/l44,0>
IKPTKdTOI 1(J),CT.PTBT10< t )> pTBTMQI I )»PTK JTO< Iij)








470 TMPOLO«(CTLl3SO * TQcOTlJ) J/2,0 )|«N£LP
CALL ZFjNDtTMPJLO.PULLROI I,J),liZJ
HOX c ^ INO^d)
RHOLO&*1<4.0«PJLLRO<I.JJ/U«ROX«TMPULO>
"TULGOl J)*^HOLOC«ULVL02( J)
IF (SYS\U1.E3.1> GO TO <8o
475 TMPU|_K=( (TLI3SH * TDCHT(J»/2,0)
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490 PMDLNO«JJ«((RHOOX»FToW(J).OXHTUN>n'144,0> . .




c RECOMPUTE PRESSURE AT THE ENGINE
c
00 52C I»N£UP, \SIZE
00 515 J«1,MPTS
50 TO <505,910.505>iSYSNUn
505 P£NNUO< !iJ)iPT<BTO(|,J)*PHDl.NOlJ>'OLPACO(IiJ)i -O.PUNOJ I.J)-SUMMO(J)
IF (SYSNUM,£3,l> CO TO 515












C COMPUTE WHIMU1 ENGINE LINE PRESSURE O^OP AT THIS
C




SuMMiDUPU,\H( N, J )*DLP*CM< N, J >
I F ( SUMO , UT , SUMNOI J » SUHNOC J ) cSuMO




IK(PF.NlUO(l,J),CT,PHiXO(I» PMAXOI I )»PENriuO<|,j)
IF<PENMUH(I,J),CT,PM»XH<1)) PMAXH( I )«PfcNMUH( I • J>
_. 530 CONTINUE
C
c COMPUTE TOTAL ^EEDLUJE WEIGHTS FOR EACH LINE SIZE
c
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lFUB,£Qi2) SPl»SPl»AOOl I > - - - ............ ._ ........... _ ...... :
SP2«SP2MLO(M]0>
SP3«SPJMLO(MIO>

















IK ln, tQ,13,OR, JD.EQ.14) inV»JDOE(NLi J>
CALL wrcTR L (PD£S,10 i IM,n ,DU,SPl .SP2.SPJ, lDV, l .WGT|WI)
540 CONTINUE
wtLO( I»NU) tSUK





W L O T ( I > « W M L O ( I ) * W E U O T ( I )
W u i O T ( l > » w i L 1 0 ( I ) * " i E L I O T < t )
W L O T T t I ) ' W L O T ( I ) * K L I O T ( I )
550 IF (SYS^U*1,E3,1> CO TO 57o
POESM< I ) « A M A X 1 ( P H A X H ( |')iPTSTf1H< I >>PDlHJ
SLTM'Gi
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J ) » S J M I
SUR3604
ST»RO(>.16
S U M J T » 0 ,
































WLHT< I >iWM:.H< 1 >»VEUHTf I)
*LIHT{ 1 )«W*ILlH{ I )»*£L |HTt I )
WtHTTI !)«WLHT<I)»Wt.lHT<U . .
CONTINUE
WRITE OUT THE.CIMMICK ' • • . . . ' . •
i
1P4SS « IP4SS * 1










































IT 63, 'S3 S',Tlll,'EEEtF.E'»Tl2l,'.i,/rjJ*,'S',T38,'S',T42, 'S', T50, STAR385Q
2'S' ,T59, •S'iT63i 'S S S ',T96.'**+**» + + + »+ + »X*E',Til*,"E •',/T33,STAROB^l
3'SSSSS',T42,'S5SS',T60,'S',T54i'SS'|T5»,'Si|T63('S S S',T96,'*'.STAR3852
4Tlll,'Ei,Tll6,'E»',/T33i'S SI,T42,'S',TSQ,'S S',T59,'S1•T63.STAR3853





AT25,'S S'iT33.'S S1,T44,'S',T57,iS'iT63,'S S',T73,'S S'.T81.STAR3859
B'S S S'»T96,1*',T107,»oilT123,'»',/T7,lSSSSSSl,Tl8,«Sl,T24,'SSSSST4R0840
CS' ,T33. iSSSSS' ,T44, >s« ,T4«,-'-XXXX-'-»T57-, 'S',T63, 'SSSSS" ,T72, 'SSSSS' ,ST*R086i
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-1T
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
«"2. DT81,'S S S',T96, '*'.T1G7. ' C ' • Till, ' EfettEt ' .Tl2li '•'•/TlZi 'S', STAR1842
»»3, ET18, 'S',T23.lS'»T29f«S'iTj3.'S S' ,T«» '»• .T57, «s' ,T63i »S S1 , T71. ST4K3843
B«4, £'S S'iT6l, ST4R3BS4
«S5. F'S S S',T96,'»+»*+*»*»+++*v»El.Tll6, 'E',Tll9,'«',/T7,'SSSSSS'i ST4H3645
Be>6. CU8, is',T22.'S'.T33.'Sl|T33i'S S' , T44, «s' , T57, ' S' , T63. ' S S'» ST4R3846
ao7, HT70,'S',T79,'S'.T81»'S SS' ,T96, '*' , UU7, 'a' , Till , '£ E » " > ST4RD847
«68, WRITE (6.5351 SUR384B
B69, 585 FOHM4T(T96, I»',T107| 'ooXoE E •< ,/T96. '*' • Tl07 • 'o' , Till . 'EEEEEEST4R0869
B7C, I'.TlJl. '•',/T96.' + 'iTi:)7,'P',Tl23,'»',/TV6i ' + ',Tl07,'V'./T47,i+ + »+ST4R3870
B7J., • 2+ **+»*pVC++++» 4 +++»*++***++*+**+« *HvC+ *++**++*' .T107»'Cl./T47,'*'rSTAR?87l
8/2, 3T107,'0',/T47, •X',T107,'X',/T47,'«',!1U;, '»',/T2«,' ..... STAR3872
B73, 4 » « » Z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • STAR3873
<J74, b« Z • • • • •< ,/T21i '•' iT37 i '» ' , T 4 7 , ' X ' (Tl l7. 'X' ,T112, '•',T117, SUR3874
«75, 6 1 » 1 , /T18. ' . ' ,T38 , ' • I ,T47, '» ' ,T107, 'D I ,T114, I« ' ,T117, ' • ' , /Tlb. '«t | 5 T 4 R 3 8 7 5
»'6, 7 T 3 9 , ' . 1 , T 4 7 , l + 1 , T i a 7 , ' o ' , T 1 1 6 , ' » ' , / T 1 2 H > ' « T 4 0 . « . ' , T 4 7 , ' + ' ,T107 l S T A R 3 8 7 6
877. « 'o 1 ,T118i ' . l , /T9, '» l .T4 l , '» l ,T47, I+i .T107, 'o ' ,T120, t»' 1 /T6. '« ' i S T 4 R 3 8 7 7
878, 9T42, >•* + »+» 1 1 T107 , ' OooaoaoDDooOo ' , Tl^l i "•'•/T9, >»',T41,i»«,Tl20, ST4R3878
« tC , BT38 , '« ' ,T114 , ' . • l i / T 2 l . ' » t , T 3 7 1 ' • I . TH2, ' • ' i T117, >• ' , /T24 , '• « S T 4 R 3 » B O
B U I . C » « « » » » « « . • « • • • • • • • • • • • ST4RT8 1?!
f''^ , U» • ........ •i////T30»'A PAM4METRIC PPOPUUSlON SYSTEMS ST4R38f)2
BS3, EST4RT TRANSIENT AN4LYSIS PROGR4.11 .////T1UO. 'PROGRAM !,D, - FD1306STAH3893
HH4, F» ,/TlCO. 'P30GRAMME3 - RtF. WiUS^AN1 ./TlOOl ' JEPT, A2-13, BLDCi 104 ' )STARaB14
ttf55. 590 CONTINUE • 5TAR3885
»"*. . C. . STAH3816
»a7, C WrilTE OUT THE INPUT PATA TABLE ST4R:817
0«8, C ST4R38f8
B^S, WRITE <6i735) STAK38'59
BVC, WHITE (6|790>(ST( pil*li7) STAH389Q
bVi. WRITE (6.595) STAR3871
«92. _ 595 FORMAT(1HO,T20.MNPUT OATA FOR START- THANSIENT PROBLEM CONSIDERED STAH38?2
693. UN TMJS ANALYSIS, ',//) STAR3893
b94, WSITE (6.630INSIZE SUR3BV4
BV&, 600 FORM4TIT5, iTHE NU« )ER OF LINE SIZES TO BE CONSIDERED IS '.15) STAR0895
»96. GO TO (605,615,625>»SYSNUM ST4R36''6
8*7, 605 WHITE (6.610) ST4R3897
e^B. . 610 FORrt4T«T5, 'THE PROBLEM CONSlDERS THE OXJDUEK FEED SYSTEM') ST4.R381>8
BV9, GO TO 635 ST4R3899
900, *15 WKITE 16.620) ST4R390Q
901, 620 FORMAT! T5,iTW£ PROBLEM COh.SlDE"S THE FUEL FEED SYSTEM') STAR0901
VU2, GO TO 635 STAR0902
«U3, 625 WR1TF. <6»630) STAR3933
934, 630 FO"rtAT(T5. 'THE PROBLEM CONSlDEaS BOTH CxIDlZER AMD FUEL FEED SYSTEST4RH904
V35, 1Mb') ST4R09r)5
VD6, 635 CONTINUE ST4R3906
VU7. WHITF. (6i640)NOPl,NOP,wDOTNO,wCOTNH.V*1GTN,FNyM 5T4R39G7
Vl)«, 640 FQRMATIT5, 'THE NUMiER OF fcNGjNES FOR THE VEHICLE IS '.15, STAR3908
»09, l/T5,iT*E NJM^E^ OF E^GINEs FOR EACH F£tD SYSTEM IS ',15. 5T4H3919
910, . . ... 2 /TS,'T^E NOMINAL OXIDIZEP FLOW R4TE 1S'|F8,2|' L6S/SEC1 . /T5, ' TSTAR9910
911, 3H£ NOMINAL FUE_ FLOW RATE IS',F8,2,I L^S/ScC' , /T5. ' THE VEHICLE LOASTAR3911
912, 40ED WEIGHT IS',F12,2,' IBS' i /T5, ' THE NUMJML THRUST FOR EACH ENGINST4R3912
913, 5E IS',FlO,2.' UBS') ST4R3913
914, W H I T E < 6 . 6 4 5 ) T = NINO.TENlNH,PENTOU,HE«OlOiO)(HTLN|MEADIH,HYHTLN,ULVL5TAf<3914
915, l lO ,ULVLIH,LOAD01,LOAnHl .ASKlN,ADO«E.ATCT ST4R3915
vi6, 645 FORMAT'TS, 'THE BI.-L* oxio, ENGINE INL^T TEMPERATURE is',Ffl,2.' DEC,sT4R39i6
917, lR',/T5.'THi BUuK FUEL ENGINE INLET TlM^tKATlJHE lS',F8,2i' DEG.fi'. STAR0917
916, 3 /TS. 'THE STAR3918
9i«, ^COMPONENT PRESSURE TOLERANCE isi,F6,2,' PSHI/TS. 'THE OXID. HEAD HSTAR0919
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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IMSC-A991396
920, 5EIGHT IN THE TANK IS',F8,3,' fTli/T5,MMfc OXID. HEAD HEIGHT ]N THE5TAR3920
921, 6FttO LlNE IS1,=8,3,' FT' , /T5, • TnE FuVL HtAJ HtlSnT IN THE TAMK 1S'ST»H3921
9V2, ;»Ffl,3,' FT',/T5,'T<E FUEL *Eao HlIGHT IN T*fc f-Ec^ LI^E IS',F«,3, ST.-.K.1922
9*3, B'FTi,/T5,'THE INITIAL ULLAGE vCLUME IN T*E CX1CI7.ER TANK IS',F10,OST*R3973
'24, 9,'CU.FTl ,/T5,'THE INITIAL ULLAGE VOLV-Mfc IN THE FUEL TANK IS > ,F10,05T AR3»24
9^5, ' A,' CU.FT'./TS,'THE INITIAL OXJCIZER LOADING is>,Fi2,o,' LBS< ,/TS,'STAK3925
926, bTnt li\ITlA|. Fu£L L3ACI-\'G IS',F12iO>' L9b' ,/TS>» ' TH£ EXTERNAL SURFACSTAN3926
927, CE AREA OF THE }ROP TlN< IS'»Fl2,l,' SO, FT,' ,/T5, ' THE EXTERNAL SUHSTAR3927
928, DFACE AREA OF THE LOX/LH2 BULKHEAD IS'i^B,!.' SO, FT,•,/T5,'THE TOTSTAR3928
929,. EAL SURFACE AREA IS THEREFORE',Fl2,1,' 3U, FT,') STAK3929
930, WKITC (6(650)P3LC,PDLH STtR39)0
931, 650 FOWMAT(Tb,'TH£ OXYGEK .FEEoLlNE DESIC^ PHtS*UNE IS',G13I8,' PSJ',/ ST433931
932, iTb.'ThE HY3ROG;N FEECLINE DESIGN PRESSUHh IS'iG13,8i' PSI') ST4R09J2
933, WHITE I6,7R5> STAR3933
934, WHIT? (6,665) SU309J4
935, WHITE (6i635) ST4R1935
936, 665 FORMAT<T5,'THE TANK GEOMETRY JNPUT VALUES ARE AS FOLLOWS - ,',/} STAR3936
937, WHITE (6i660>t£OLRUN),Nii,9) 3TAfl3937
938, .660 FQSMAT (TS, IL1«',F8,3,T17)'L2«',FI',3IT29,'LJ«',F8,3.T411IL4»',F8,3,ST4H3938
9J9, lTi>3, 'Hl«',f8,3,T65, "P2« ' iff < 3, T77, iR3« ' ,F8,3, T89, 'R4« ' ,F8,3,T101, ST4RD939
94i| WHITE (6(665) - SU(;a94i
942, 665 FOHMATtlHO) ST4K3942
943, WHITE (6,670) . STAH3943




 (T63, 'FEET',/) STAH3947
948, 00 685 K'l.NSIZE ST4R3V48
949, IF (K.CT.NiL) SO TO 675 : ST4R3949
950, WHITE <6(680)03D(K>iOPlPEL(K>,CKPD(K),HPU{i<>,HPIPEL(K),HKPD(K) ST4R3950
951, GO TO 685 STAR39r>l
952, 675 WHITE (6i6BO)0:>D(K)|TOTMLO,OKPC(K),HPOU),TOTMLH,HKPD<K) STAR3952
VS3, A80 FOHMAT(Tll,F6,2»T21iF7,2,T33,F7,4,T51,F6,2«T61,F7,2iT73,F7,«) STAR3953
9t>4, 685 CONTINUE STAH3954
955, WHITE (6,665) STAR3955
9b6, IF (SYSNUM.E3.2) CO TO 73Q ' ST4R3956
9b7, '"KITE (6,695) STAR3957
958, 695 FOR1ATIT15, 'COlPONENT DESCRIPTORS FO" ''AlN OXYGEN FEEDLINE1 ,//) STAR1958
959, WHITE (6,730) STAR3959
96Q, 7oo FOHMAT<TS,'COM'ONENT TYPE MATL JNSUL SPECI SPECZ STAR3960
961, 1 SPFC3 ' / ) S T A R 3 9 6 1
9S2. DO 7Q5 I'l.MIOUC S T A R 3 9 4 2
963, 705 W H I T E « 6 i 7 l O ) l , I C M L O ( l ) i lMMLO( I ) , I IMLOU>,SP lMLO{ i> ,SP2MLO( I ) ,SP3MSTAR3963
964, ILO(I) S T A R 3 9 A 4
965, 710 F(j«,lAT(T7,l3,Tl7,I3,T23il2,T30»l2,T36,Cy,«,T47,G9,4,T58,G9,4) STAR3965
946, DO 725 NL'l.Ng. . STAR39S6
967, MID«MIO£LO(NL) STAR0947
9*8, WRITE ('»|7'19>N. ST4R3948
969, 715 FORHAT(lHO,T14,'COMPONENT DESc"|PTORS FOH cNClNE OXYGEN FEEDLINE NSTAR0969
9/0, 1UMBER ',ll,/) STAH097Q
971, WRITE «6i700) • STAH0971
972, 00 720 I'l.MIO STAR3972
973, 720 WHITE <6,7iO)I,IDELOlNLiI),IMELOCNL,I)11IELO<NL,I>,SP1ELOJNL,I),SPSTAR3973
974, !2tLO(NL, | ),SP3-LOC>ILi 1) _ STAR3974
9/5, 725 CONTINUE ' " " " STAR0975
976, 730 IF (SYSNUM.E3.1) GO TO 760 STAR3976
977, WHITE «6«735> STAR0977
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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V78, 735 FG=»KAT<T15,' COMPONENT OEScPlPTCRS FO* *A.IN HYDROGEN FEEDL1NE',//)
V79, WHITE <6,730) STAH3979
9oC, DO 740 1'l.MIDUh STAR39HO
VBl, 740 WHITE <6;7lO>I,ICMLHll>«lMMLH(I)iIIMLHini3PlMLH(I>rSP2HLHCl!iSP3MSTAR09*l
V62, ILrttI)
9H3, 00 7 5 a NLM.NEi.
9«5, WRITE <6»745)N_ ST4SD995
9P6, 745 FGHM4T<l"C,Tl4,iCOrtPONENT DESCRIPTORS FOR ENGINE HYDROGEN FEEDLINESTAR39S6
Vb7, 1 NUM'JE* 'ill,/) STAR3917
9.i8,- WHITE '6,733) ST4R3918
9H9, 00 750 I«1,MID STAR0939
990, .. 750 WRITE <6i7lO)I, JDELH(NLil>ilMELHJNLil)iUEUHtNLiI)i5PlELH(NL«I)iSPST4H5990
V91, 12tLH(NL,I),SP3iLH(NL,I> ST4R3991
9V2, 755 CONTINUE ST4R3992
993. 760 CONTINUE ST*R39*3
994, WHITE <6|785) STAR1974
V95, WHITE 16.765) STAR3955
V96, 765 FOH«AT(1HO,T20,'THE TIME OEPENQENT PtRFOHMANCE CHARACTERISTIC 1NPUST4R3995
997, IT VALUES A3E AS FOLLOWS - ,') ST4R3977
998, WRITE <6i770> ST4R0998
VV9, 770 FORMAT I IHO.T5, 'TIME' ,rt5, 'riPSPC' iT23i 'NPSPM',T35, 'WOTFRO',T45( 'WDTST4R0999
1000, 1FHK' ,T55i <t IFRtC1 »T65,'PEM^lNO' iT75i tPE^MNH' »T85i 'PPDGOT'
 tT95, 'PPOG5T4R103Q
IOC1!, 2HT',Tl06i'TDGOT1 ,TH6i'TDGHT') STAR1001
IL'02,.. DO 780 N»ii\PTS .' STAK10Q2
10C3, WRITf (6,775)TIMEA(N),NPSPO(*J)iNPSPHtNJ|WDTFRO(N),WDTFRH(N),FIFRACST4filC.13
10-a i 775 FO-<r'iAT(T3,?6,2,Tl4,F6.2iT24lF6i2.T35.F613,T45<F6.3,T55,F6.3it65i STsRlO'l?
10C6, lF6,2,T'5iF6,2,T85,F6,2iT95,F6.2,Tl05iF6,2,ril5,F6i2) STAR 10-16
10'.;?, 7bO CONTINUE' STAR1017
IUC'8. C STAHIO'8
1009, C WRITE OUT THE SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES TABLE . STAR1C39
llilO, C STARlOtQ
1011. WHITF (6i785) STAR1011
1012. 785 FORMATtlHl) STAH1012
1013. WHITE <6i790)(ST(I)iI*li7) STAR1013
1U14, 790 FO'^MAT{T*2i744i//i ' STAR1Q14
1U15, WHITE U,795) STAHIQ15
1016, 795 FOSMAT(T3, »TR4\|S ,' i Ti4 . 'WQCOT1 iT24 ,' WQUOT* ,T33, • VEHICLE1 «T45, 'T/WSTAR1Q16
1037. l,T53,'3ELP^D',T63,'DELI>HD'lT73i(PROP-0'|T83,'PROP-FST92,lPROP-'TOTSTtR1017
101S, 2" iTlQ4i >PE'-)G' ,T114, 'PE\G' ) STAR1016
1019, WHITE <6,830) STAR1019
lOi'C, BOO FO«MAT!T4,'TnE',Tl<.'OXIo,',T24.'FUEL'(T3J,'WEIGHT',T44,'RATJC', ST431020
10<il, 1T34,«OX1D,»,T64|'FOEI ' .T74 , ' lK|CR', T»4 , I JNC^< ' ,T94 , ' CU«', T104 , ST4R1021
1023, 00 620 NS1^PT5 ST4H1023
1024, WHITE <6,633)T!«£A<N) ST4R1024
1025, »05 FORMAT<T2,T6,2) ST4R1025
1026, IF (M,EQ,\3TS) GO TO 8l5 ST4R1026
1027, " " WHITE t6i8lO)W}OOTO(N>,WO;30TH<N),VVGTNU<N),FTOW<N>,DLPHDO(N)lDLPHDST4R1027
1LV9, 810 FORMAT(n2,F«.3,T22)F8.3iT32(Fl0.2,T44|f:S,J,T53,F6l2,T63,F6,2,T71.ST4R1029
1'JJO, lF813,T«l,F8,3,T91,FlC,3,Ti03iF»,2,T113iF6,2) ST4R1030
IQJl, 815 CONTINUE ST4R1031
1032, «20 CONTINUE ' ST*R1032
1033, C STAR1033
1034, c WHITE OUT THE OEUTA-P ACCELERATION DATA AR*»Y AS F(T> STAR1034
1035, C STAR1035
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GO 10 «835,675,825>iSYSNUM . SUR1057
825 WHME (6i8JO) STAR1Q58
830 FORMAT<lHi) ST4R1039
WHITE <6i835)(STC |>.|»1.7) ST4R104Q
835 FOPMAT(T23,7A6,Tfc6i'. OXYGEN SUPPLY SySTtM') STARlO'l
WHJTE «6i040) . ST4R1C42
840 FOHMlTl lHO.TJB. ' tEUTi -P To SUPPLY iCCECtHiTION H E A D ' ) SURIO^
WRlTf (6i845)(OPD«),KiNELp 'MM*) STAR1044
845 F O R M A T < l H O , T 2 i ' 0 £ l L T A S T 8 ,F*,n< JNCH < • T19.F4 , 1, ' INCH' ,T30(F4 , li S T A R 1 Q 4 5
1' I N C M l l T 4 3 ( F 4 , t i * UCH«iT50,F«|li ' iNCMi , T60 iF4 ,1, < jNCH' .TTOi ST4R1046
2F4,1,« |NCHl ,T80 iF4, i ,« IujCH' , T90.F4 il» ' J.NCH' ,TlOOiF4,l, • |NCHI iTSTAH1047
.. 3110iF4ili' 1S'CH'|T12C»F4,1,1 INCH') . S T A R 1 0 4 8
W H I T E ' 6 i 8 5 0 > ST4R1049
850 F O R M A T < T 2 , « T I M r i , T 8 .1 MAIN L^E'.Tl*,' MAIN LINE1 . T30i "MAIN UNE'ST4R1Q50
l i T40 , ' ^A lN L I N E ' i T S Q . ' M A l N LINE « »T«Ol ' "A jN LIN£' |T70 . 'MAIN L^'E1 1 STAHlOn
2T60 . i ^A lN L tNE' lT 'O. ' IA iN UINE I ,TlQO, "MAIN LINE' .T110. 'MA IN LINE ' ST4R1052
3fT120. ' M A I M LINE'/) ST4R1053
DO 870 N«1,NPTS . . .... STAR1054
W R I T E < 6 » 8 5 5 > T | M E A ( N ) ST4R1Q55
855 FOHhATCT2,F5,2) STAR1056
IF ^.tQiN'TS) 60 TO 86* ST4R10'57
W H I T E < 6 i 8 6 0 ) O L P A C O ( I ,N) , I«NELP»NMA>





IF (SYSNUM.E3,1> CO TO 895
WHITE <6i830>
WRITE «6»880'(5T(I)iI«ii7)





WRITE <6»855)TI>IEA(N) . '
































CO TO <900,925,900>iSYSNUK .
900 WRITE <6i830> . '
WRITE <6i835)<ST(D(I«li7)
WRITE (6»935)





WRJTE '6i855)TI«EA(N> _ ,
IF <M,EQ,NPTS) CO TO 9l5 ~
WRITE (6i9lO)(DLPLNO< I,N>.I«NEUP»NMA>
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9x5 CONTINUE920 CONTINUE ' • :
925 CONTINUE . .................. "— .....
IF (SYSNUM,E?il) C3 TO 94fl .
WHITE (6.830)











WRITE OUT THE EN6JNE FEEOLINE PRESSURE DROPS
IF JSYSNUM.E3.2) CO TO 975
WRITE (6i830)
WHITE <6i945>(STU)i!«li7)
945 FO«MAT<T23.7A6,T66» '-OXYGEN ENGINE FEEUUINt SYSTEM')
WHITF Ui95Q)
950 FORM4TllHO,T13, 'CEUTA-P TO SUPPLY ACC61.EHAT ION HEAD' if 64, IQELTA-P
1DUE TO UlN= FRICTION AND CONFIGURATION LOSSES' ,//T2i 'DELTA '
 (T13,
2 "ENGINE i iT26i ':NGI\E',T39, 'E.MclNE' .T52i "EN3 I NE • »T65. "ENGINE ' »T78i
3'ENGINi'.T91i ENGINE', T104,'EN5INE',/T2, 'TIME1. T13.H.INE NO !'•
4T26,iLl\E SO 2'|T33|'LINE NO 3" , T52, 'Ul*£ ^0 4i,T65,'LINE NO I'l
5T78.ILINE \0 2'(T«liitINE NO 3' , T104. 'LINE NO 41)
00 970 N'l.NPTS
WHITE t6iB55>TIMfA(N)
IF IN,EQ,.MPTS1 GO TO 970
IF JNEL,EQ,4) 30 TO 960







IF (SYSNUM.E3.1) GO TO 1000 . ..... .
975 WHITE <6i830»
WHITE (6i9ao)(5T<i)M»ii7)
9BO (rOHM4TfT23.7A6,T66i "-HYDROGEN ENGINE FtEOUlNE SYSTEM' >
WHITE (61950)
DO 995 NJ = l,NpT3
WHITC (6|63S)TIMEA<N)
IF (N,£Q,N3TS) CO TO 99S

































































Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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: WRITE OUT THE JLLAiE PRESSURE "E«UIRLKENTS AS F(T)
GO TO «lC05,133Dil305),SVSNUM STAR1155
1005 WHITE (6i83C) STAR1156
WHITE <6.835)<5TU),I»ii7> STAR11*7
WHITE (6il010)NOP SUHli'iB


























































If (N,EQ,N?TS) GO TO 1035
WRITE (6il019HPULLH(I,N>,I«NElP,N»U>
1035 CONTINUE1040 CONTINUE045 CONTINUE
WRITE OUT THE IIN'MUM ULLAGE PRESSURE RtOUIREO, THE PRESSURE ON









1050 FOHM4T1T2, "PRESSURE AND VOLUME VALUES FOR FLUID VAPOH.MIN,ULLAGE,ST4R1192





























lULL',T45i lTNKB3T'iT53.'TNKBOT'iT61,iLINHtD'iT69| • LINKED"', T78( 'ULIVSTAR1197
20L'iT87,'ULLVOLl.T95,'TNKHED',Tl03,lTNKHEO'.Tll2.'ULLWGT',T121. STAR11?8
3'ULLWGf') . - ST4R1199
WHITE ^6il060) ST4R1230
060 FQHM4TIT4,•TIM£',T14,'OXJo,'.T22»'FUEL'»T3J|'OXIDi'|T38i'FUEL1.T46ST4H1231






00 1085 Nil,NPTS STAR^^S
WHITE (6ilfl70)TICEA(K) STAH1209
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-23
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
1213, 1070 F Q 3 M 4 T < T 2 . = & , 2 > SUR1210
J211, \ f ( M . t 3 , N ' 3 T 5 ) CO TO in80 S T « R 1 2 U
1212, J « ^ t L r SUR1212
1213, WHI IE ( 6 i l 3 7 5 ) 5 U V A P O , P ' j V A P H . P U L L R O ( l i N J . H U U L R H ( I . N J . P T K B T O I I «N ) . P T S T 4 R 1 2 1 3
1215, 2('<>««'TULCO(\>i*Tl'LjH(N) ST4R1215
1216, 1075 FOR;iAT(T13,F6. J,T21»F6.:S,T2»,F4,2,Tj7,F6t2iT45,F6,2.T53,F6,2.T61i 3T«Hli:i6
1217, lF6,2,T67iF6,3,T77,F7,i.T86,F7.1,T95|F6l2iT103,F4.2,Tlll.F7,l.T120.STiS1217
12J8, 2F/.1) STAflmB1219, inao c u N T i t V ' E ST4K:219
122Q. 1085 CONTINUE STAH1220
1221, C STAR1221
1222, C WRITE OjT si.-JISUM REQUIRED ULLAGE PRESSURES . ST4R1222
1223, C ST4R1223
1224, CO TO «lQ93,1110,1-390).SYSNUH STAR1224
1225, 1090 WHITE <6i83B> STAR1225
1226, WHITf (6i8J5)l3T(N),N»l|7) ST4R1226
1227, WHITE <6il3»5)NCP . STAK1227
1228, 1093 FO*MAT<1*3,T20. 'fUMnUM REQUIRED ULLACt HRtSSURE FOR'.Iii' ENGINE 5TAR1228
1229, lOPERATlQN 3£R SAIN F££0 LINE1) ST4R1229
1230, WHITF l6i845)(OPD«),<«NELP>NMA) ST4R123Q
1231, WHITE <6«850> ST4R1231
1232, DO 113* N=1|NPTS STAR1232
123J, • WHITE <6»855>TlMf.A(N) . STAR1233
1234, IF (N.tQ.NPTS) CO TO liOO . •' . STAH1234
1235, WHITE l6i!3l5)(PULURO(IiN),I«NELPiN«A) STAR1235
1236, 1100 CONTINUE ' ST4R1236
1237, 1105 CONTINUE S1AR1237
1238, 1110 CONTINUE STAR1238
1239, IF (SYSNUM.E3.1) CO TO 1125 ST4R1239
1243, . WHITF. <6i8JO> - .- - - - - STAR124Q
1241, WHITp 16)880 )(STIN) |N«1.|7} ST4R1241
12«2. WHITE <6tl395)MOP STAR1^42
1243. WHITE (6i845X-4PD(K),K«NELP»NM») STAR1243
1244. WhiJTE <6i850) STAR1214
1245. 00 1120 ^'liNPTS ST4R1245
1246. WHITE <6.855>TIMEA(N) .. . . ' STAR1246
1247. IF (N,Ea(N3TS) GO TO 1115 STAH1247
12«8, WHITE l6il3l5)(PULLRw( liN),l»NELPrNM»> SUR1Z48
1249, 1115 CONTINUE ST4R1249
1250, 1120 CONTINUE STAR1250
1251, H25 CONTINUE STAR1291
1252, C STAR1252
1253, C WRITE OUT THE TAN'K BOTTOM PRESSURES STAH1253
1254, C STAP1254
1255, CO TO (U30.1150.1130).SYSNUM ST4R1255
1256, 1130 WHITF. <6i830). STAHlZ^e
1257, WHITE t6iB35HST(N)iN«li7) ST4S12'57
125ft, WHJTF l6»H35)'vOP 3T4R1258
1259, 1135 FOSM4TtlH3.T20,'TANK BOTTQM PRESSURE VALUES FOH'.IJi' ENGINE OPERASTAH1259
I2ho, ITION PER MAIN -EED LINE') STAR126Q
1261. WRITE l6i845)(OPCtK),K«NELP<NMA) STAR1261
1262. WHITE J6.850) ST4R1262
1263. DO 1145 N«l,NPTS ST4R1263
1264. WRITE «6iB55)TIMEA<N) . STiR12»«
1265. IF tN.EO.N'TS) CO TO 1140 STAR12&5
1266. WRITE Uil3l5)(PTKdTo(liN).I«NELP»NMA) STAR1246
1267. 1140 CONTINUE ST4R1247
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)







































































































1175 FORMAT<lHO,T20i 'RECOMPUTED ENGINE PRESSUHES FOR<.I3»' ENGINE OP£RASTAR12?0
1TJON PER MAIN FEED LINE")




IF <N,£0,N3TS) CO TO 1180
WHITE <6il3l5)(PENNUO(IlN).l»NELP«NMA)
1160 CONTINUE . . . ........
1185 CONTINUE
ii9o CONTINUE


















1210 FORMAT!T23,7A6,T66i'- FEED SYSTEM WEIGHTS' ,//Tl6, 'MAIN'
IE FEEOI-I.NE WEISHTS'iT65i'TOTAL'.T85i 'ENGINE'. T97,'MAIN'
































3T2i 'PrtOPELLANT C J4METFR1 ,T26, *LlNr ' ' T36, 'U|Nt'»T46. 'LINE' .T56( ST4R1322
4'LINE''T63, 'FtEDLINE FEECLlS'E I\St'LATl O''! INSULATION
5EM'r/Tl4i '( INCH£S)'iT26i 'f.O l'.T36,'NO 2' , T46. 'N03' • T56
eT63,-'v£ -|-GHT-'-i-T-7« i-'-WE-J.GyT-l-,-T-85».l-UE IGHTJ .i.TA7.iJ.WE I.GH.TJLi Til
FEED SYSTSTAK1323
, 'NO 4', STAR1324
O.t.'-WEICHT' IST4.R1325
Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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IF (SYS,\UM,E3,2) CO TO 1220
DO 121* tMELP.NSIZE
WRITE Ui 1210)02(1). 02(2). OPO(t).(WELOUiJ'tJ'li « ).WELOT(ni«MLO(
1 > . WEL 1 °T ( 1 1 . WM;.l 0( I ) . WLOTT< 1 >
1215 CONTINUE
WrtlTE (6.665)







1235 FOR«AT(T10.'EN3 OF CASE'.l3>
C
IF (IGUON.cQ.l) CO TO 10
C
CONTINUE . . .
WHITE <6»630)
UUITc fA * 4 O A C « )»K 1TE I6|1Z4:»



























Fig. B-l STAR Program Listing (Cont'd)
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VOLUME OF UPPER (SMALL) HEMISPHERE SECTION .
VI * HSPHE3 (RliF-2>
Al « A"<SPm (RliRZ)
VOLUME CF COMC SECTION
V2 « F*»CON£ (R2,L2'Ll,R4)
A2 • A«EAFR (R2iL2-Ll,*4)
VOLUME OF CYLINDRICAL SECTION
V3 ». C^LND^ <R4,L3-L2>
A3 • A^ACYL <R4iL3-L2)
VOLL'f.E OF LOWER (LARGE) HEMISPHERICAL SECTION
V4 * HSpH£3 (R3iH4)
A4 • A^SPm (R3|R4)
LH2 SECTION
VOLUME BETWEEN CYLINDER AND SPHEROID
V5 • CYLSPH (R3iR4)
VOLUME OF LONG CYLINDRICAL SECTION
V6 • C^L^D^ (94iL4"L3-^3)
46 • A-^ACYL (R4,L4-L3)
VOLUME CF LOi,ER (LARGE) HEMISPHERICAL SECTION
V7 « HSRHE^ (R5iK4)
A7 • AMSPH3 (R5iR4)
TOTAL VOLUME OF UPPER PCRTJON (L02)
VT02 • V1*V2*V3*V4
TOTAL VOLUME OF LOWER PCRTJON UN?)
VTH2 » V5 » V6 » V7
TOTAL VOLUME BOTH SECTIONS
VTOT • VT02+VTH2
ATOT • Al » A2 + A3 » A4 » A6 * A7











































Fig. B-2 INIVOL Program Listing
B-2J



































































10 FORMAT CO'20X'ULLACE VOLUME jS NEGATIVE1/)
CALCULATE HElO AND ULLAGE VOLUME
ULLAGE VOLUME <i_C2>
UVL02 • VT02iV.02




15 CALL ELIPSG (VL02,«3.R4(Hoo2)
GO TO 45
CYLINDRICAL SECTION
20 IF (VL02-«v4*V3>> 25,25i3o
25 H002 « R3 » (Vw02-V«> / (pl»R4»R4)
GO TO 45
CONIC SECTION
30 IF <VL02-<V4*V3*V2M 35i3Si4Q
35 HL • L2 • Ll
R42 « «4 - RZ
VO « (Pl/3,0)»HU / R42»R4«R4»R4 • (VL02-V4*V3)
HD02 « (Pl»R4»nL • (3,0»(PI«HL>»«2»R42»VO)«»(l,/i( U /
H002 » R3 » L3 «• L2 » HD02
GO TO 45
S1ALL HEMISPHERE
40 CALL ELJPSS (uvL02iRi>R2(H)
H002 • R3 * L3-L1 * fl-H
UuLACt VOLUME (L^ 2)
45 UVLH2 • VT-(2 - VLH2
IF (IJVLH2.LT.O.) WRITE <IOT.10>
CALCULATE HEAD <i>2>
L3WF.R HEMISPHERICAL SECT | ON
IF JVL^2-V7) 53i55.55 „ .
50 CALL ELJPSS <VuH2.«S,R4iHDH2)
GO TO 70
55 IF <VL*2-(V7*V6» 60,60i65
CYLINDRICAL SECTlCN
60 HOH2 » R5 » «VLH2 - V7) / (Pl««4»R4)
GO TO 7o
SECTION BETWEEN CYLINDER *NO SPHEROID .
65 VHP « V^H2 - <V7*V6)
CALL CYMSPH (vsPiR3iR4iH)























































Fig. B-3 ULDDED Program Listing
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C THIS SL'BROJTINE COMPUTES QNLY THE FLOW HESISTANCF COEFFICIENTS




GO TO < 10, 15, 23 i 40i <5 i 60 i 65. 85 i 100, 110 i 115.125, 135, 140, 145, 15Q,




C STRAIGHT LINE SECTION
15 RESsQ, . .. ..
KETUHN
, C CURVED LINE SECTION
20 THETA=<S1/S2)«C
TtST=TH£TA^90,
R£S90«0, 158* (S2/P)*»(-Oi 8-)06)
IF UBS(TesT),CT,li). CO TO 25 : . ..
HESsRfcS9Q
KbTURN
25 IF UtST.LT.O.) GO To 30
RfcSso,l45»RES93»THETA»»0,431
RETURN





C COMPOUND 'J' Ei-BOW (LENGHT STRAIGHT SECTION LT 8»D)
40 SL=Sl-?I»S2 ' .
«ES=0, 2153* (S2/H>»»(-0. 84Q6 J
. KESsRES40,02»tSL/P>
RfcTURiM
c NINETY-DEGREE OFFSET BEND
45 SL=Sl-Pl«S2
RESLDOsOi248«(S2/P>»«("li307> _. . .
RbSur«jsO,322»<S2/P )••(-!, 025)
50 BLOOaSL/P
IF (BLOD.LT.8.) GO TO 55 . ..
RESsRtSLDS
RETURN
55 OIFSRESLH8-RESLDQ .. _ . . . .
DlFLs&LQO/B,





























































Fig. B-1* FLORES Program Listing
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|K <THtTA,GT,5,> CO TO 70
CK=0,013»THETA
CO TO °0








IF (THETA.GT.15,) GO TO «0
RES=o,
RETURN - •





c SINGLE LEG OF DIVERGING BRANCH
100 WRITE «6il05)












130 FORMAT<T2,'S/R FLORES * GATE VALVE OPTION NOT IMPLEMENTED')
RETURN
C BUTTERFLY VALVE OR PRESSURE-VOLUME COMPENSATOR
135 RfcSso,V4«D»«<-0,676)
RETURN
C POPPET VALVE .
140 RtS=4 ,9«0«»{*0,599)
RtTURN !






c PIN OR HINGE JOINT BELLOWS OR EXT, GJMUAL UELLOWS w/o LINER
155 RES = 0»23°D»<|(»0|607)
RETURN , -

























































Fig. B-U FLORES Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-30
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
112, 160 RES=0,079»D«»(-0,594) • FLOFOH2
113, RETURN FLOR3113
114, C INTERNAL GIMBAL BELLOWS W/0 L1&-ER FLOR3114
115, 165 RESso,lll»3*(eOi55; •.....' ' ' FLOR0115
116, RETURN FLOR3116
117, END FLOROU7
Fig. B-4 FLORES Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-31

































SUBROUTINE PVAPORCT, I ,P)
- GO TO <lO,l5«20»15i25.30.35*30i35i40i2U.45i50.55,60i65),I
10 P=EXP<l2,04->1519,/T)
RETURN
15 P = 10,*»(2, 9303^79, 621/T*.01162B«T) ...... ..
RETURN
20 P « EXPdl, 63-1374, /T>
JF(P,CTi200t) P •• EXP<13.43«1763,/T) ..........
RETURN
25 P * ,»25»EXP<ll,63.n374,/T>*,175»EXPU2|04*15l9,/T)
P » £XP(11, 83-1839, /T)
KF.TUKN
P s iO,»«<5, 73^1050,
30
35
40 P = £Xp<l2, 3579-3168, 7/T)
KETUR^
45 P a fcXp(i4,45r5090|/T>
RETUKN
50 P ' £Xp(l6, 54098^7, 3483»( lOOOi/T) )
55 P = tXp(13,405596,65«(1000./T»
RETURN





































Fig. B-5 PVAPOR Program Listing
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X /150,, 30,i 140,, 30,il40,,X9U,i220,.l9o,,
2 220, ,300.1140, ,370,, 475, ,4»Ot»45J,|450,/
DATA<G<l,l),l«l,l7)/277,85.59.8»259,i:J»59,8.260..343,
X» 387., 521, 8, 259, 13 .730. • 776 .4, 1094,, 74*. 5, 1155,, 9, 37/
DATA<G(2,l)iI«ltl7>/743,7Bil87,7,R22,U,ia/l7,795,.673
1 .719,, 581,, 822 ,8, 1652,, 14 70, .1696, .771,, 1470.. 33, 82/, , , , , . ,




= , i , , . , 1 . . ,  ,
96, 35, 28, 62, 55, 81, 40. 67, 90, 77, 16, 7», 37, 0*11, 90, 33, 50
DATA S/5HU02 i5HLH2 |5HLF2 |5HLH2 .SHFUOX
 (SHCH4
5HCH4 >5HOF2 |5HB2H6 |5HLF2 »SHf'(H3 i5HN204
.
l,J>,J«l,6)/,2l42592El.-,3228322E-'l.,3563987E-3



























UATA(A( 8,J)f J«1.6)/,l70o5803f.l»'',l*6»025E»X» .1536145E-3,
1 ^,6691577E-6. ,136n9972E-8,-,11357«llE-»ll/
DATAIM 9, J),J*li t> )/,l52i9822E2»-,2HOl2465,, 22001021 E-2.
DATA (A< 10, J),jsi, 6 )/-,8l4498o7E-l., 15&046 J6E'li-,91954274E-4i







1 -,3SO'«9558'E-6, , 34539776E-9 , - . 13032016L-12'
UATA(A(16,J>,J*l,6)/,494o7545F-l.-,3V6-»yV5^E-l,,l5955648E-3,
1 -,32ll5ft67E-6,,323567n6E-9,-.1306«l56t:-12/
IF (N,EQ,17> GO TO XO
IF (T,CiT,650,,OR,T,LT,25.) GO TO 55
IF (T,!iT,TS<N)»100,iOR.T,LT,TS<N)) GC TO U

























Fig. B-6 ZFIKD Program Listing
B-33



































































IF UBS(Y),LT,E) GO TO ?0
!<»*«••«••«<>*••*•••«•.••••••FIRST QERIVITIV6 OF REOLICH"KWONG RESPECT TZFIN3047
YP*-G<3iN) . ZFJN30*3
I • T/((V^3SMV-BS))+AS»{2,«V+BS)/<T»;,5«V«V?<y*BS)t<v*BS» ZFJNOC(S9
INSJN+I ZFINOO'O
N2«N2*1 ZFINOO?!
I F ( N 2 i £ 0 , 2 5 > E « 2 , » E Z F J N 0 0 7 2
J F ( N 2 « E 3 , 2 3 ) \)2»0 Z H M 3 0 7 3
IF (INtGT.lOOO) GO TO 35 ZFIN3Q74
Vsy-Y/YP _ _ 7FIN3075
IF (V.GTiO.) GO TO 25 ZFIN'3076
OLr»VsV*Y/YP • ZF1N3Q77
DELTA=Y/YI» /F INOO^B
FACTOH«i05 " " " " ZFIN0079
20 V'OLDV'-FACTORaDELTA







40 FOKMAT(1X,34H^EDLICH " KwONG
1 F7,2r
2 5H FOR ,A5|2X|4HV » ,E10,5i2Xf8HRETUHNED»E1,0,5)
V»VF















&0 VSV/VF ~ . " ZFIN3097
RETURN ZFINOO'8
^5 Vsl. ' ,; ZFIN0099
RETURN ' ZFJNOlOO




Fig. B-6 ZFIND Program Listing (Cont'd)
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
1, FUNCTION FINDR<N> FIMDOOOI
2, . ... DIMENSION G(17) .... . . . . FINO^OOZ
3, D A T A C / 48,3l ,766,8,4o,67,766,f l ,42 lOJ,»' '6,35i28,62,96,3&,28,62,FlNU?003
4 , l i»S,8l ,4o ,67,9o,77,16,78i37,0 , l l ,90 ,33,90»3iJ6 ,3/ F I \ J D : C 0 4
5, F INDR«G(N) . . . . F j s J u n O T 5
6, RETURN F1ND3006
7, END FIMU0007
Fig. B-7 FINDR Program Listing
B-35
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A991396
1, FUNCTION PTDENStPRcS.TEMP) ' PTOE3001
2, DIMENSION ?SC20>,TS(20)iJP(28),MX<28>,UOC(.JO)iBP<2e)iDPC28),BT<30>PTDEOOT2
3, l»DT(28>,n<886) PT?E3003
4, DIMENSION AA<109),AB( 97 ),AC<108 ) iAD<1U6>,4E(106)iAFC 108),AC(101> PTDE3004
5, 1 »AH(lll>,AI( 41) PT3E3005
6, EQUIVAUENCE< R,AA),< R( UO>,AB),< R< 207),AC),( R{ 315>,AD) PTDE3006
7, 1 ,( R< 421),AEM R< 527),A?M Rt &35>)iAG),< R( 736),AH) PTOE3007
8, 2 ,{ R< 847),A!) PT3E3008
9, DATA PS/l,022,2,»4,,8.,14.,25,,43,,6V,,99,,l2B,,i5l,,165,,l76,, BJ5E3009
10, Ilb2,,l»5,, 186,5i 187,25,187, 46875,187,506,137,6385.' PTOE0010
11, DATA TS/24,845,27,07,29,81,33.07,36,18i39,^6,44,12,48,33,51,97,54,PTDfc30U
12, 179,56,72,57, 60,50,57,58,99,59,18.59,29,5V, .J4,59,353.59,356,59,4/ PTI3E'3012
13, DATA L°C/1,23,78,105,141,155,183,201,225,240,267,321.341,377,401, PT-3E0013
14, 1 425,437,453, 469,494,534,546,586•682»742.7^2,800,848,866,878/ PT3EOC14
15, DATA jH/2,5,3,4,2,4,-3.4»3,3(3,4,4,4,3,Jl4,'»,5,8,4i'5»l2,5,3,6,6,6/ P1DE0015
•16, DATA hX/0,3,i,2,o,2,l,2il,l«l,2,2,2,l,li2,2,3,6,2.3,10,3,l,4,4,4/ PT)E1016
17, DATA BP/0,,200,1-100., 0,,0.•0 •.-4.,0,i264^,28,1469,6,881,76.0,,0,PT3E3017
18, l»-<4,CH3»537,84,293,92,73.48,..14,696i2¥3|9i2,36,74,-7,34b,293,92» PTOE0018
19, 21ttO,,0.|0,,29,392,102,872,29,3V2/ PT3E3019
^0. DATA Dp/»00,il200,Oi200iO,lOOOiO»100«0»100J,0»7IOilOOO,0,ll75,68i PT^t^02Q
21, 1 i>fl7,b'»,293,92,293,92,293.92,5«,7»4,146,V6,l46,96i73,4B,29,392, PTOEIO^l
22, 2 73,4b»36,74,14,696,73.48,10,0i7,348,1|4695,14,696,14,696,29,392/ PTDE3022
23, DATA bT/180,0,180,QiSOOiO,500.Oil3p0«0il300|0»2500,0i2500,0,36,0» PT5ETD23
2", 1 36lO,27,0,27,0,108,0»lOa.O»57,6ib6,4,y6,4,86,4,72,0,72,0,72,0, PTOE:024
25, 2 59,4,t>9,4,30,0»23,4,39,6,52,2»64,8,5000M5000,/ PT3tT025
^6, DATA DT/30,0,30,OilOOiOilOO.O,200,0,200,0,300,01500,0.36,O.lfl.Oi PTDET026
27, 1 9,0,9tOi9,Oil4i4,7l2,7|2,7.2,7,2.3,fc.J,6»/,2ill8,l,8,6,0»5,4,3,6,PTDEOO?7
28, 2 1.8,3i6/ PT3E3028
>?9, DATAAA/0,, . 83761 D,» ,7052, O, • ,6ll4,0,i ,!»412»0,» , 4R62» 0 , , , 4419 i 0 , i ,4PTlh0029

















47, 8373,-,0001878,, 00014Q2, i 000468*,-.0001656,, 0001221,, 0004H9,-,0001onE1047
4ft, 9452,,Q001042,, 0003599,6,9E-6,,07459,,14/H,,2196,4,6E-6,,0622<S/ PT3E3048
«9, DATA AC',1236,, 1839,3.1E-6,,05342,,10*1••15J2,9,E-7',,04677,,09301,,PTOE0049
50, 113H7,-3,6E-6, ,04155,,08272,,12^5,-1,32t-b,,0373,,07436,,1111,5,27,PTlfc3050
51, 25,4<J9,!3,*8,4,5jl,4,845«5,in7l3,616,4,l26,4,4a3,2,fl57,3,466,3,895,2PT3t"!01n
'32. 3, 319, i, 9 35,3, 395, 4,994,5, i43,5,27, 4,533, 4, / 43 • 4, R66, 3,958, 4, 2 7, 4,
Fig. B-8 PTDENS Program Listing
B-36
































63, 4929, ,79<3,1,187,-,0025,,3669, , 7379 ,1,1,-, 0'J15,, 3445, , 6898 , i, 026 ,-,PT:5t 30*3
64, 50007,, 324 9,, 6483,, 9627,^,0001, ,3075, , 612, , ''076, <•, 07704 ,, 02568 ,, 13QPTDL 30*4
65, 67,, 2384 ,-,0678 6, , 02262, , H44 ,, PQ79, •?, 0&Q66 i, U2022 • , 1018, , IB 4 4 ,-, 05PT3E 3065
66, 7484,.01828,,09179,,1659»-.o50Q4»,01668,,0836,,I5n8,-,04602,,01534,PT^3066
67, 8,U7677»,1383i3,887,3.986,4,105i3,447»3,646,3,792,2,9i,3,226,3,442,PTn!£3067
















1 . .O^HB. .nR^O. .  7 A. 3717. ."5714. . R1 7. .^97P. .7-3n7. .Rs«9A . . nfll QQ/ PT-icin7A
J , £ * « ^ , l i J < : ? , , 3 V t l , t Q i i e t i OH u J i , / J23, , i a to i , - j j /e . , , fit tit i y t o y , i i u u ? , J
4 , 0 7 , i , 1 3 5 , 1 , 2 , - , 0 0 0 7 4 3 , , 0 4 8 4 9 , i 0 9 8 5 4 , 0 , , 0 , t * , 0 0 0 7 » 7 , , 0 4 0 2 3 , , 0 8 4 6 6 ,
5 , l 3 i 5 , , l 9 l 5 , T , 0 0 0 4 3 7 , , 0 3 3 9 3 , , Q 7 0 3 2 » , 1 0 ? 7 » , 1 5 3 4 , r , O O U 2 5 7 i , 0 2 9 4 1 , , 0 <




94 , , 439V^5 i5 l i !5986 l t6928 i i802 | f , 35 iS5 , ' , nB l i i 4898 , , 56 l6T ,«487 / " P T D E 3 1 0 8
DAT A A I/, 7358,. 08892, . 1865, ,2S5» , 4161 • , 56l6« , 735d ,, 08373, , 1743, ,273~T1ECI1 09
11 » 73 82 2 T, 5 0 4'4 , ,6 43 9 f . 07 9 3il ?r6 4 9 , TJ'S'1 21 T35 4 5 , Y4 6 f ,T5» 1 4 , - 1 , 32E>57 , P T 5E 01"! 0
20373., 07436, , llli -2, 97E-?5,, 0337,, 06734 ,,1007, -5, 14E-5,, 03051,, 0612PTDED111
Fig. B-8 PTDENS Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-37















































GO TO 155 .
15 IF <P,GE, 300,0) GO TO 20
NO
CO TO 155 _
20 Ns4
GO TO 155
25 IF (T,G£, 2500.Q) GO TO 35
IF (P.GE.lOQ.O) GO TO 30
N«5
GO TO 155
30 N = 6
GO TO 15535 IKT.GE, 6000,0) T«5999, 99999









IF (P,LTi881,76) GO TO 60
IF (P,LT,2645,28> GO TO 50
GO TO 155




60 IF (T,GE,59,4) CO TO 75
N=12





70 T h s T S C l * l ) + ( T S ( I ) ' T S ( I
IF U,GE,T>I) GO TO 125
CO TO 155
75 IF (T .LT , 108,0) GO TO 85




32,. 091 75,-, 0001453,, 0001042*. 0003599* -,000124, 8, 541E-5,, 0003076 ,-9PT IE 11 12




IF (T.LTilBO.O) GO TO 45
IF U.GE. 1300,0) CO TO 25 •
IF (T.GE, 480,0) GO TO 15 '

























Fig. B-8 PTDENS Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-38






















































65 IF <P,UTi587,84) GO TO
f,o TO 155
90 IF (r,LTt72tO) CO TO 120
IF <T.UTiB6,4) CO TO 109
JF <P,UT, 293,92) CO TO »5
N»16
GO TO 155
95 JF (P.UT.73.48) CO TO lOQ
Nsi7
CO TO 155
.100 N«l« ............ ---------------
CO TO 155
105 IF (P,LTi293,92) CO TO 110
N«19 .......
CO TO 155
110 IF (P,lTi36,74) CO TO 115




120 IF (P,UTi293,92) CO TO 125
N«22
. .GO TO 155 ..... __________ _... .......... _
125 IF (P.UTilSO.O) GO TO 130
N«23
GO TO 155
130 JF (P,GEi29,0) CO TO 140




140 IF (T,GEi64,8) CO TO 150
IF (P,CEii02,0) CO TO


























































Fig. B-8 PTDENS Program Listing (Cont'd)
B-39






















































SUBHOUMNE W T C T R L ( P i I » I « i l I i D , S l . S 2 , S 3 i l V , I F i W T , W j > . ,
REAL MlNTH<
DIMENSION 9HOLUO> iRnOMla>»MlNTHK<20> . :
DIMENSION ?TU{5 ( 2 )
DATA (FTUCJ,l),J«li5)/255oOO, ,75000,i5i!6UOM210000, i240000, /
DATA <FTU(J,2),J«1.5>/305oOO,,94000,»6JB40,,219600,*2b8320,/
DATA<RHOL(J>,J«l ,5>/b01|12.176i26i l6V,.J4»5U,49,276|48/
DATA<RHOI<J) ,J= l ,6 ) /2 ,34 ,2 ,45 ,0 ,59 ( 0,6 :> ,2 t 20 i l ,0 /
OATA<MlNTH«J),J»l i l5) / i02i t025»,028i ,U2i ,J l6, ,035, ,059,
1 |065»,0«2»,02«,U4»M0«3, ,095»,049, ,035/
W l « 0 ,
WT = 0,
CO TO <lO,l3i l5»15i l5»l5, i5»15»23. l5i2:»»25.35»35,45i50,55,65,70 |































30 FOHM4TCT2, ts/R WTCTRL
WT=0,
RETURN
35 IDV»!V + 1 ..... . _ ...... ____ ..........
40 WT=CFT«(D,?ilDV)
RETURN
45 IDV»4 . .....
GO TO 40
50 IDV=1
GO TO 4Q ....... '




PIN OR HINGE JOINT BELLOWS
65 IB=2
GO TO 60
EXTERNAL 0^ INTERNAL GlMBAL BELLOWS
70 IB»3































Fig. B-9 WTCTRL Program Listing
LOCKHEED MISSILES 8c SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
.54, .CO TO 6Q - - - - WTCTC054
53, C PRESSUKE-VOLUME COMPENSATOR WTCT0035
5>6, 75 IBM • WTCT0096
57,- CO TO 60. -- - - : . . • WTCT005758, . c INTERNAL BALL-STRUT BELLOWS WTCTOOSB
59, 60 IB»5 WTCT0039
.60, CO TO $0 - WTCT00606i, c COMPUTE WEIGHT OF VACUUM«JAC«ETED cRfcs LINU 021/347) W T C T O O S I
62,. 83 A«0,21*684 WTCTOQ62
63, _ B»-6,69016£=03. : _ WTCT0063
64, CO TO 95 WTCT0064
65, C COMPUTE WEIGHT OF VACUUM'JACKETED ALuMl.NUM (2219) ..• WTCT0045
tt>, ..__..90 A = 0,35'277. !.!....'.. ._ _ WTCTOQ66
67, Bs-2,00888E'Q2 WTCT0067
68, 95 WT = S1/U*B«D1 -. WTCTOQ66
69, . RETURN ..' WTCTOO*9
70, END WTCT0070
Fig. B-9 WTCTRL Program Listing (Cont'd)





































H E A L K l . K 2 , K 3 , : < 4 '
D I M E N S I O N / a ( 4 > i K 2 < 4 ) , K 3 U > i K 4 « 4 > i C i m , i C 2 t 4 > » C 3 ( 4 > i C 4 ( 4 >
DATA K l /0 ,040,0 ,057,0 ,073,0 .090/
D A T A K2 /0 ,057 ,0 ,074»0 ,090 ,0 ,107 /
DATA K3/1,000|2|500»3,300,5.500X









SET IDV TO EXTRA HEAVY IF NOT INPUT
,E3, 0) IDV = 4
(O.UEil.) CO TO 15
<P,GT. 300,0, AND, D.CTi3.5> GO TO 10
(P,GT,lDOO,0,ANOiD,LE,3,5) CO TO 10
CFTW * Kl(IOV)»D»D«D
RETURN
10 CFTW * K2<IDV)»D»D«D +
HfcTURN
15 IF (P.CE.IOOO.) CO TO 20CFTW « K3(IQV)»0 +
RETURN



































Fig. B-10 CFTW Program Listing
LOCKHEED MISSILES 8c SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
i , F U N C T I O N C B W T ( O i P » l B > C B W T O O Q I
—2, REAU- M '...- - - CBWTD002
3, DIMENSION CK5),C2<5),M<5) CBWT3003
.4, DATA Cl/i073B4,,1255,,1006.14,26,,0948V CBWT3004
5, _..DATA C2/,10301,,1731,,1262,18,499,,12B92/ CBWT0005
6, ' DATA M'2,05,2,305,2,55,l,lll,2i334/ CBWT0006
7, CBWT«CKJB)«0»»M(IB) CBW70007
... 8, IF(P,LE,150,) SETURN - CBWT0008
9, JF <P,lTi300,) GO TO 10 CBWT0009
10, CBWT»CBWT«C2(I3)/C1<IB) CBwjOOlO
11, ' RETURN : - C3WT0011
12, 10 CBWT«C8wT+(p-l50()"CBWT»<C2<lB>/Cl<lB)eil)/150, CBWTOC1213, RETURN • . CBWTOOIS
14, .- - END - — - - '. -_.- CBWT0014
Fig. B-ll CBWT Program Listing













































































VOLUME OF CONE (CIRCULAR)
CONE ' pJ«3«Ro-| / 3,0
RETURN




VOLUME BETWEEN CYLINDER AND SHHEROIO
RROT IS ALONG AXjS OF ROTATION
ENTRY CYLSPH (RROT»R)
CONE * Pl*3*R»>3ROT / 3,0
RETURN
VOLUME OF FRUSTRU* OF CONE (CIRCULAR)
ENTRY FRCO^JE (3iHiR2)
CONE * Pl*4«(ReR + R2»R2 + R»R2 > / 3iO .
RETURN
VOLUME OF HEMISPHERE OR HALF OF SPHEROID
R30T IS ON AXIS OF ROTATION
ENTRY HSPHER (SROT»R)
CONE » PI203»R«R«RROT
RETURN . . .
VOLUME OF SPHERE CR SPHEROID










CONE « PI«(R+R2)«SQRT (H»H*(R-R2 )»»2>
RETURN
AREA OF HALF OF SPHEROID
R30T ALONG AXIS flF ROTATION
ENTRY ARSPHR <RROT»R)
IF (RROT.LE.R) GO TO 10
ROTARED ABOUT MAjCR AXIS
E * ECCENTRICITY FQR ELLIPSE
E s SQRT (3ROT»RROT - R»R)/RRoT
. CONE = PI»R«(R*RROT«ASIN(E)/E)
RETURN
10 IF (RROT.E3.R) GO TO 15




G O M T O O T l

























G O M T 3 0 5 2
Fig. B-12 GCMTKY Program Listing
E-kk
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
54, E = SQ'<T (3«K - RROT«RROT) / R
>5, CONE « PI»(R»R*(RROT«RROT/(2,.E))»AUOGUI,*£)/<!,-£))) .
56, ReTURN .
b 7 , C A^EA O F HEMISPHERE . . ' . . . . GOMTOC'57
58, 15 COME » 2i«?I«R»« ' G01T005B
59, RETURN
60, - END
Fig. B-12 GCMTRY Program Listing (Cont'd)




























































SUBROUTIN£ SPHSEG- (PVOL«RACU M >
INCLUDE UCONST»LIST
DIMENSION YP>
CALC, vou, OP TOTAL HEMISPHERE
TVOL « PI203 • RAD»»3
CO TO 10
EVJTRY FOR ELLIPTICAL SPHEHOIO





 s HVQL / TVOL
IF UMiGT.o,) CO TO 15
WHITE <6i40)XM
. . RETURN - .
15 CONTINUE
PHI3 « ACOS (1,0»XM> / 3,o
DO 20 I«li3
XI = I - 1
Y(I) « RAD»(1,0 * 2,0»COS (PHl3 * XI«PJ203>)
20 CONTINUE .-
00 25 I»li3
- K « I
IF (Y(l')iGT,0,,ANDiY(I)iLT,RAD> GO TO JO
25 CONTINUE
WHITE <6»35>Y
RETURN .. - -
30 H » v(<>
RETURN
RAD ALONG AXIS OF ROTATION
ENTRY CYMSPH <?voLiRAD,RPn,H>
TO CALC. HEAD IN A VOLUME BETWEEN A CYLINDER AND
SPHEROID
0 = 3,0«RA3«RtD«PVOL / (Pl«RPD^RPD)
H = RAW - (RAD»»3 " n)«8(l,/3,J
HETURN
35 FORMAT {'0» 10X "'COULD NOT FIND H F0« HEMISPHERE' 3F15.4X)










































Fig. B-13 SPHSEG Program Listing
LOCKHEED .MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
IMSC-A991396
APPENDIX C
SOPSA PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINE DICTIONARY
This Appendix contains an alphabetic listing of all the alphanumeric
names (variables, subroutines, functions, etc.) used in the SOPSA
program. Following each entry in the list is a set of line numbers.
These are the lines on which the entry appears in the program listing
(Appendix A). Similar tables are presented for statement numbers and
transfer statements used in the program.
Following each entry and each line number is a set of flags. These
flags indicate the type of entry and how the entry is used each time
•it appears. The heading of each table explains the meaning of these
flags. The name of the COMMON block is also listed in the error flag
field for any variable name appearing in a named COMMON block.
C-l
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A991396
THIS PAGE IS BLANK
C-2
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